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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 
 

COURSE OUTCOMES (COs): (2021—2022) 
 

SEMESTER  I :  ENGLISH PRAXIS I: A Course in Communication and Soft Skills 

 

Listening Skills, Speaking Skills, Grammar, Writing, Soft Skills 

 

  By the end of the Course the learner will be able to: 

 

COI: Use grammar effectively in writing and speaking 
  

CO2: Demonstrate the use of good vocabulary 
 

CO3: Demonstrate and understanding of writing skills 
 

CO4: Acquire ability to use soft skills and professional and daily life. 
 

CO5:  Confidently use the tools of communication skills 

 

 

    

SEMESTER -II:  ENGLISH PRAXIS II:  A Course in Reading and Writing Skills 

 

Prose, Poetry, Nod-Detailed Text, Skills 

 

  By the end of the Course the learner will be able to: 

 

COI: Use reading skills effectively  
  

CO2: Comprehend different texts 
 

CO3: Interpret different types of texts 
 

CO4: Analyse what is being read 
 

CO5: Build up a repository active vocabulary 
 

CO6: Use good writing strategies 
 

CO7: Write well for any purpose 
 

CO8: Improve writing skills independently for future needs 

 

 

 

 



SEMESTER – III:  ENGLISH PRAXIS III:  A Course in Conversational Skills 

 

Speech, Skills, Interviews 

 

By the end of the Course the learner will be able to: 

 

CO1: Speak fluently in English 
 

CO2: Participate confidently in any social interaction 
 

CO3: Face any professional discourse 
 

CO4: Demonstrate critical thinking 
 

CO5: Enhance conversational skills by observing the professional interviews  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S. V. K. P. Dr. K. S. Raju Arts & Science College (A), Penugonda 

DEPARTMENT OF TELUGU 

 Course Outcomes 

For the Academic Year 2021-22 

 

S.No Semester Course 

Code 

Course Course Outcomes 

1 I 20TEL1 Pracheena Telugu 

Kavithvam 

Learning Telugu in B.A., B.Com & 

B.Sc. will make the students learning 

about the ancient history and also 

issues related in drama. 

2 II 20TEL2 Adunika Telugu 

Sahityam 

Learning Telugu in B.A., B.Com & 

B.Sc. will make the students learning 

about the archaic uses in ancient 

literature. 

3 III 20TEL3 Srujanaathmaka 

Rachana 

Learning Telugu in B.A., B.Com & 

B.Sc. will make the students learning 

about the novel writing skills, Story 

writing and News Coverage Skills 

etc., 
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PENUGONDA -534320, W.G.Dt., A.P. 

Recognized by UGC as “College with Potential for Excellence” 

Re-accredited by NAAC with ‘A’ 

DEPARTMENT OF HINDI 

              Course Outcomes: 

              Paper-I: Semester-I 

              Prose, Poetry, Short Story, One Act Play, Grammar 

              CO1: Students will be able to develop LSRW Skills.   

              CO2: Enhance the comprehensive skills. 

              CO3: Improves articulation skills. 

              CO4: Analyze Poetic works for this structure and meaning,    

                        usage correct terminology. 

              CO5:Devlops moral and ethical skills.  

              Paper-II: Semester-II 

                  Prose, Poetry, Short Story, One Act Play, Grammar 

                  CSS-I 

                  CO1   : Enhances Vocabulary building. 

                  CO2   : Enhances Listening Skills. 

                               Enhances the importance of Listening 

                               Enhances Types of Listening. 

                 CO3    : Enhance Reading Skills 

                               Enhance Scanning 

                               Enhance Intensive Reading 

                               Enhance Extensive Reading 

                     

                  



S. V. K. P. Dr. K. S. Raju Arts & Science College(A), Penugonda 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 

COURSE OUT COMES 

For the Academic Year 2021-22 
 

SEMESTER -I 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS(20MAT1): 

CO 1: Understand how to differentiate linear and non-linear differential equations. 

CO2: Apply different methods for solving differential equations of first order but not of first degree. 

CO3: Will be able to find the solution of higher-order linear differential equations with constant  
         coefficients. 

CO4: Use the method of "variation of parameters" to find the solution of higher-order linear  
          differential equations  with variable coefficients 

CO5: Identify types of differential equations and solve differential equations such as Exact,  
          homogeneous, non -homogeneous, and linear and Bernoulli differential equations etc. 

CO6: Solve linear differential equations with constant coefficients, non -homogeneous  
          differential equations. 
 

SEMESTER-II 

SOLID GEOMETRY(20MAT2): 

CO 1: understand geometrical terminology for angles, triangles, quadrilaterals and circles,  use     
           geometrical results to determine unknown angles. 

CO 2: find the equation to tangent, normal at a point on a conic;  

CO 3: Define parallel lines, Recognize and create parallel lines on graphs and with equations,  
           define  perpendicular lines, Recognize and create graphs and equations of perpendicular  lines 

CO 4: To recognise line and rotational symmetries and the applications of spheres 

SEMESTER-III                                                                                                                                                                

ABSTRACT ALGEBRA(20MAT3): 

 

CO1: Identify the various algebraic structures with their corresponding binary operations.  

CO2: generalize the groups on the basis of their orders, elements, order of elements and group 
Relations. 

CO3: Compare two groups of same orders on the basis of isomorphism Criteria. 

CO 4: Compute the possible subgroups of given group of specific orders and will recognize them.  

CO5: Will be able to define the concepts of Semi Group & Group and give certain example of these. 
CO6: Analyze and demonstrate examples of subgroups, normal subgroups and quotient groups  
          and use the concepts of isomorphism and homomorphism for groups 

CO 7: Analyse mapping groups, abelian groups, symmetric groups and their properties 



CO 8: Develop aspects of Subgroups, normal subgroups and quotient groups.  

CO9: Distinguish the concept of Homeomorphisms and Automorphisms  

 

 

 

SEMESTER-IV 

REAL ANALYSIS (20MAT4): 

 

CO1: Understand the basic properties of real number system that will used later in development 

          of  real   analysis theory. 

CO 2: Develop the logical thinking to proof the basic results of real analysis. 

CO 3: Solve the problems of convergence and divergence of sequences and series. 

CO 4: Develop an understanding of limits in abstract way and how they are used in sequences, 

           series differentiation and integration 

CO 5:  Appreciate how abstract ideas in real analysis can be applied to practical problems. 

CO 6:  Identify algebraic and order properties of real numbers. 

CO 7:  Identify and apply the function properties of realnumber system such as the completeness 

            property 

CO 8:  Verify the values of limit of a function at a point using the definition of a limit 

CO 9:  Students will be familiar with the techniques of integration and differentiation of function 

            with real variables 

CO 10: Identify and apply the intermediate value thm, Mean value thm and L‟Hospital‟s rule 

CO11: Understand many properties of the real line R and learn to define sequence in terms of 

            functions from R to a subset of R. 

CO12: Recognize bounded, convergent, divergent, Cauchy and monotonic sequences and to 

            calculate their limit superior, limit inferior, and the limit of a bounded sequence. 

CO13: Apply the ratio, root, alternating series and limit comparison tests for convergence and 

            absolute convergence of an infinite series of real numbers. 

CO14: Learn some of the properties of Riemann integrable functions, and the applications of the 

            fundamental theorems of integration. 

 

 

SEMESTER-V 

 

RING THEORY & VECTOR CALCULUS(19MAT5A): 

CO1: Gains knowledge in Ring theory 

CO2: Exposed to the concepts of Ideals Quotient Rings and Fields 

CO 3: Analyze and demonstrate examples of ideals and quotient rings 

CO 4: Use the concept of isomorphism and homomorphism for rings 

CO 5: Assess properties implied by the definitions of rings and modules 



CO 6: Confidently apply algebraic concept 

LINEAR ALGEBRA(19MAT5B): 

 CO1: Distinguish the types of matrices in detail. 

 CO2: Determines hermitian and skew hermitian matrices  

 CO3: Construct mappings on vector spaces  

 CO4: Investigate Dual spaces, Inner product spaces, Norm of a vector, orthogonal vectors etc.. 

 CO5: Use the concept of basis and dimension of vector spaces linear dependence and linear    

           Independence, to solve problems.  

 CO6: Use the concept of inner product spaces to find norm of vectors, distance between vectors,  

           check the orthogonality of vectors, to find the orthogonal and orthonormal basis.  

 CO7:  Apply the properties of linear transformations to linearity of transformations, kernel and    

            rank of linear transformations, inverse transformations to solve the problems of matrix  

            transformations, change of basis.  

CO8:  spaces linear dependence and linear independence, to solve problems 

CO9:  Solving linear equations, working with matrices, in particular eigen values and eigen     

           Vectors and applying the techniques to real life problems like graph theory, computer    

           science, Electronics and applied Mathematics. 

 
SEMESTER-VI 

 

Elective 1: NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: 

CO1: Analyze and detect different form of errors and also will be able to solve Algebraic and        

          Transcendental equations using different methods. 

CO2: Interpolate the functions within the range using equally and un equally spaced points 

CO3: Understand the Least Squares Method Be able to curve fit data using several types of     

          curves(straight line, second degree parabola, power curve, exponential curve) 

CO4: To solve the solution of a linear system of equations using direct or iterative methods.  To     

          solve the selected class of differential equations using Taylor, Picards, Euler‘s, Runge 

Kutta,      

          Adams and Milne‘s method. 

 CO5: Identify methods to solve numerical algebraic and transcendental equations 

 CO6: Computes solutions to simultaneous linear algebraic equations 



 CO7: Understands the concepts of finite differences.  

 CO8: Gains knowledge about to interpolation for equal intervals 

 CO9: Study the concepts of interpolation for unequal intervals 

   
SEMESTER-VI 

 

Cluster Elective 1: ADVANCED NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: 

 

CO1: Identifies numerical differentiation 

CO2: Evalutes numerical integrations  

CO3: Understands the concept of difference equations. 9 

CO4: Distinguish methods of Taylor series, Euler’s, Modified Euler’s and Runge Kutta methods 

to     

           find solutions of differential equations 

CO5: Estimates the numerical solutions of first order differential equations 

CO6: To obtain numerical approximations to the first and second derivatives of certain functions  

          Calculate a definite integral using an appropriate numerical method 

CO7: Compare the viability of different approaches to the numerical solution of problems arising 

in   

           roots of solution of non-linear equations, interpolation and approximation, numerical  

           differentiation and integration, solution of linear systems 

 

SEMESTER-VI 

 

Cluster Elective 2: SPECIAL FUNCTIONS: 

 

       

CO1: Understand the Beta and Gamma functions, their properties and relation between 
these     
          two  functions. 
CO2: Solve Laguere equation and find the generating function for Laguere 
Polynomials,     
          understand the orthogonal properties of          Laguere Polynomials. 
CO3: Solve Hermite equation and write the Hermite Polynomial of order (degree) n, also 
find        
           the  generating function for Hermite Polynomials, study the orthogonal properties of  



           Hermite Polynomials and recurrence relations. 
CO4:Solve Legendre equation and write the Legendre equation of first kind, also find 
the  
          generating function for Legendre Polynomials, understand the orthogonal 
properties  
          of  Legendre Polynomials. 
CO5:Solve Bessel equation and write the Bessel equation of first kind of order n, also 
find    
         the    generating function for Bessel function understand the orthogonal properties 
of  
         Bessel function. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S.V.K.P & Dr.K.S RAJU A & Sc COLLEGE (A) PENUGONDA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

2021-22 

 

 

 

Course Outcomes  : Physics 

 

Paper – I : Semester – I  

 

Mechanics ,Waves and Oscillations  

By the end of this course students should be able to know about : 

 

CO1 : Different types of motions in nature. 

 

CO2 : Difference between translation motion and rotational motion. 

 

CO3 : Various elastic constants and property of elasticity. 

 

CO4 : Oscillations and waves and their properties. 

 

CO5 : Use of waves in general life. 

 

 

Paper – II : Semester – II 

 

Wave Optics 

By the end of this course students should be able to know about : 

 

CO1 : Optics and Properties of light. 

 

CO2 : Optical instruments and their developments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Paper – III : Semester – III 

 

Heat and Thermodynamics 

 

By the end of this course students should be able to know about : 

 

CO1 : Transport Phenomena in gas. 

 

CO2 : Heat engines and their working. 

 

CO3 : How to obtain very low temperatures? 

 

 

  

 

Paper – IV-A : Semester – IV 

 

Electricity, Magnetism and Electronics  

By the end of this course students should be able to know about: 

 

CO1 : Dielectric Phenomenon and difference between Polar and non polar 

molecule. 

 

CO2 : Theory of Amplifies, Transistors 

 

CO3 : Digital logic trainers. 

 

Paper – IV-B : Semester – IV 

 

Modern Physics   

By the end of this course students should be able to know about : 

 

CO1 : Development of Vector atom model and its superiority on various 

other models. 

 

CO2 : Wave particle duality and development of new theory. 

CO3 : Get familiarized with nano materials, their properties. 

 

 



 

Paper – V(A) : Semester – V 

 

Electricity, Magnetism and Electronics  

By the end of this course students should be able to know about: 

 

CO1 : Dielectric Phenomenon and difference between Polar and non polar 

molecule. 

 

CO2 : Theory of Amplifies, Transistors 

 

CO3 : Digital logic trainers. 

 

 

 

Paper – V(B) : Semester – V 

 

Modern Physics   

By the end of this course students should be able to know about : 

 

CO1 : Development of Vector atom model and its superiority on various 

other models. 

 

CO2 : Wave particle duality and development of new theory 

 

CO3 : X-Rays and their applications. 

 

Paper – VI(c) : Semester – VI 

 

Renewable Energy 

By the end of this course students should be able to know about : 

 

CO1 : Renewable Energy Resources. 

CO2 : Availability of renewable energy across the globe. 

CO3 : Need of usage of Renewable Energy to protect our Environment 

from pollution. 

 

 



S.V.K.P & Dr.K.S. RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE (A), PENUGONDA 

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS 

ACADEMIC YEAR : (2021-22) 

I - YEAR 

I – SEMESTER 

Course outcomes 
 

PAPER – 1 (CIRCUIT THEORY AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES) 
 
 
Course objectives: 

 To explain the basic concepts and laws of DC and AC electrical networks 
and solve them using mesh and nodal analysis techniques.   

 To analyze circuits in time and frequency domain. 
 To synthesize the networks using passive elements.   
 To understand the construction, working and VI characteristics of 

electronic devices. 
 To understand the concept of power supply. 

 
 

Course outcomes: 
       C01: Apply concepts of electric network topology, nodes, branches, loops  
to solve circuitproblems including the use of computer simulation.  
       C02: Apply time and frequency concepts of analysis. 
       C03: Synthesize the network using passive elements. 
       C04: Know about switching circuits and oscillator circuits their design and  
use in electronics. 
       C05: Design and construction of a power supply. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I - YEAR 

II - SEMESTER 

PAPER – 2 (DIGITAL ELECTRONICS) 
 
 
Course Objectives: 
 To understand the number systems, Binary codes and Complements. 
 To understand the Boolean algebra and simplification of Boolean 

expressions. 
 To analyze logic processes and implement logical operations using 

combinational logic circuits.   
 To understand the concepts of sequential circuits and to analyze sequential 

systems in terms of state machines.   
 To understands characteristics of memory and their classification.  
 To implement combinational and sequential circuits using VHDL. 

 
 
 

Course Outcomes: 
      CO1: Develop a digital logic and apply it to solve real life problems.   
      CO2: Analyze, design and implement combinational logic circuits.   
      CO3: Classify different semiconductor memories.   
      CO4: Analyze, design and implement sequential logic circuits.   
      CO5: Simulate and implement combinational and sequential logic circuits  
using VHDL. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



II - YEAR 

III - SEMESTER 

PAPER – 3 (ANALOG CIRCUITS & COMMUNICATION ELECTRONICS) 
 
Course Objectives: 

 
 To understand the concepts, working principles and key applications of 

linear integrated circuits.  
 To perform analysis of circuits based on linear integrated circuits. 
 To design circuits and systems for particular applications using linear 

integrated circuits. 
 To introduce students to various modulation and demodulation techniques 

of analog communication.  
 To analyse different parameters of analog communication techniques. 
 It also focuses on Transmitters and Receivers. 

 
Course Outcomes: 
 
CO1 : Understand the fundamentals and areas of applications for the  
integrated circuits. 
CO2 : Analyze important types of integrated circuits.  
CO3 : Demonstrate the ability to design practical circuits that perform the  
desired operation.  
CO4 : Select the appropriate integrated circuit modules to build a given  
application.  
CO5 : Use of different modulation and demodulation techniques used in analog  
communication.  
CO6 : Identify and solve basic communication problems.  
CO7 : Analyze transmitters and receiver circuits. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



II - YEAR 

IV - SEMESTER 

PAPER – 4A (MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS) 
 

Course Objectives: 
 To understand basic architecture of 16 bit and 32 bit microprocessors.   
 To understand interfacing of 16 bit microprocessor with memory and 

peripheral chips involving system design.   
 To understand techniques for faster execution of instructions and improve 

speed of  operation and performance of microprocessors.   
 To understand RISC based microprocessors.   
 To understand concept of multi core processors. 

 
 

Course Outcomes: 
CO1: The student can gain good knowledge on microprocessor and  
implement in practical applications.   
CO2: Design system using memory chips and peripheral chips for 16 bit  
8086 microprocessor.  
CO3: Understand and devise techniques for faster execution of instructions,  
improve speed of operations and enhance performance of 
microprocessors.   
CO4: Understand multi core processor and its advantages. 

 

 

II - YEAR 

IV - SEMESTER 

PAPER – 4B (MICRO CONTROLLER AND INTERFACING) 
 

Course Objectives: 
 

 To understand the concepts of microcontroller based system.   
 To enable design and programming of microcontroller based system.   
 To know about the interfacing Circuits. 

 
 
 



Course Outcomes: 
 

CO1: The student can gain good knowledge on microcontrollers and 
implement in practical  
          applications.   
CO2: Student Able to learn Interfacing of Microcontroller.   
CO3: To get familiar with real time operating system. 

 

 

III - YEAR 

V - SEMESTER 

PAPER – 5A [ MICROPROCESSORS (INTEL 8085)] 
 
 

Course Objectives: 
 To understand basic architecture of 16 bit and 32 bit microprocessors.   
 To understand interfacing of 16 bit microprocessor with memory and 

peripheral chips involving system design.   
 To understand techniques for faster execution of instructions and improve 

speed of  operation and performance of microprocessors.   
 To understand RISC based microprocessors.   
 To understand concept of multi core processors. 

 
 

Course Outcomes: 
CO1: The student can gain good knowledge on microprocessor and  
implement in practical applications.   
CO2: Design system using memory chips and peripheral chips for 16 bit  
8086 microprocessor.  
CO3: Understand and devise techniques for faster execution of instructions,  
improve speed of operations and enhance performance of 
microprocessors.   
CO4: Understand multi core processor and its advantages. 

 

 

 



III - YEAR 

V - SEMESTER 

PAPER – 5B [CONSUMER ELECTRONICS] 
 

Course Objectives: 
 

 To sketch and describe operating principles of different types of 
microphones.  

 To learn various components of composite video signal and differentiate 
between hue, brightness, saturation, luminance and chrominance. 

 To acquaint with various devices related to telecommunication system.  
 To describe working of Washing machine, Digital Camera system, 

Microwave ovens with sketches of block diagram.  
 To understand the working principles of various consumer electronic 

devices. 
 
Course Outcomes: 
 
The theory, practical experiences and relevant soft skills associated with this 
course are to be taught and implemented, so that the student demonstrates the 
following industry oriented course outcomes. 

CO1: Troubleshoot different types of microphones & speakers. 
CO2: Maintain audio systems. 
CO3: Analyse the composite video signal used in TV signal transmission. 
CO4: Identify and explain working of various colour TV transmission blocks  
& Troubleshootcolour TV receivers. 
CO5: Trouble shoots consumer electronics products like Washing Machine  
and AC.  
CO6: Understand various functions of Cam coder and shoot a video and  
take snapshots and savethem in appropriate format. 
CO7: Understand the basic functions of various consumer electronic goods. 

 
 

 

 

 

 



III - YEAR 

VI - SEMESTER 

PAPER – 6 [MICRO CONTROLLER AND INTERFACING] 
 

Course Objectives: 
 

 To understand the concepts of microcontroller based system.   
 To enable design and programming of microcontroller based system.   
 To know about the interfacing Circuits. 

 
 

Course Outcomes: 
 

CO1: The student can gain good knowledge on microcontrollers and  
implement in practicalapplications.   
CO2: Student Able to learn Interfacing of Microcontroller.   
CO3: To get familiar with real time operating system. 
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U.G DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 

CHEMISTRY   COURSE OUTCOMES for 2021-22  

 

I  Year I Semester Theory 

Paper Title: Inorganic & Physical Chemistry 

Paper Code: 20CHE1 

Course outcomes: 

At the end of the course, the student will be able to; 

CO1:   Understand the basic concepts of p-block elements 

CO2:   Explain the difference between solid, liquid and gases  

in terms of intermolecular interactions. 

CO3:   Apply the concepts of gas equations, pH and electrolytes while studying 

other chemistry courses. 

Laboratory Course -I (At the end of Semester-I)                          

Paper Title: Analysis of Salt Mixture 

Paper Code: 20CHE1P           

Course outcomes: 

At the end of the course, the student will be able to; 

CO1:  Understand the basic concepts of qualitative analysis of inorganic mixture 

CO2:  Use glassware, equipment and chemicals and follow experimental procedures in the 

laboratory 

CO3:  Apply the concepts of common ion effect, solubility product and concepts related to 

qualitative analysis 
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I  Year II Semester Theory 

Paper Title: Organic & General Chemistry 

Paper Code: 20CHE2           

Course outcomes: 

At the end of the course, the student will be able to; 

CO1:  Understand and explain the differential behavior of organic compounds based on 

fundamental concepts learnt. 

CO2:   Formulate the mechanism of organic reactions by recalling and  correlating the 

fundamental properties of the reactants involved. 

CO3:  LearnandidentifymanyorganicreactionmechanismsincludingFreeRadical Substitution, 

Electrophilic Addition and Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution. 

CO4:  Correlateanddescribethestereochemicalpropertiesoforganiccompoundsand reactions. 

Laboratory Course-II  

Paper Title: Volumetric Analysis 

Paper Code: 20CHE2P           

Course outcomes: 

At the end of the course, the student will be able to; 

CO1:   Use glassware, equipment and chemicals and follow experimental procedures 

in the laboratory 

CO2:  Understand and explain the volumetric analysis based on fundamental concepts learnt 

in ionic equilibria 

CO3:  Learn and identify the concepts of a standard solutions, primary and secondary 

standards 

CO4:  Facilitate the learner to make solutions of various molar concentrations. This may 

include: The concept of the mole; Converting moles to grams; Converting grams to 

moles; Defining concentration; Dilution of Solutions; Making different molar 

concentrations. 
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II Year III Semester Theory 

Paper Title: Organic Chemistry & Spectroscopy 

    Paper Code: 20CHE3 

 

Course Outcome: 

CO1: Understand preparation, properties and reactions of halo alkanes, halo 

arenes and oxygen containing functional groups. 

CO2 : Use the synthetic chemistry learnt in this course to do functional group 

transformations. 

CO3 : To propose plausible mechanisms for any relevant reaction 

 

Laboratory Course -III 

Paper Title: Organic preparations and IR Spectral Analysis Lab 

Paper Code: 20CHE3P           

CO1: how to use glassware, equipment and chemicals and follow experimental 

procedures in the laboratory 

CO2: how to calculate limiting reagent, theoretical yield, and percent yield 

CO3: how to engage in safe laboratory practices by handling laboratory glassware, 

equipment, and chemical reagents appropriately 

CO4: how to dispose of chemicals in a safe and responsible manner 

CO5: how to perform common laboratory techniques including reflux,  

          distillation, recrystallization, vacuum filtration. 

CO6: how to create and carry out work up and separation procedures 

CO7: how to critically evaluate data collected to determine the identity, purity, and 

percent yield of products and to summarize findings in writing in a clear and 

concise manner 
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II Year IV Semester Paper-41Theory  

 

Paper Title: Inorganic, Organic and Physical Chemistry 

Paper Code: 20CHE41 

 

Course Outcome: 

 

CO1: To learn about the laws of absorption of light energy by molecules 

and subsequent photochemical reactions. 

 

CO2: To understand the concept of quantum efficiency and mechanisms of photochemical 

reactions. 

 

Laboratory Course -41 

 

Paper Title: Organic Qualitative analysis Lab 

Paper Code: 20CHE41P 

 

Lab Course outcomes: 

 

At the end of the course, the student will be able to; 

CO1: Use glassware, equipment and chemicals and follow experimental 

procedures in the laboratory 

 

CO2: Determine melting and boiling points of organic compounds 

 

CO3: Understand Application of concepts of different organic reactions studied in 

theory part of organic chemistry 

 

 

 

 

 

 



II Year IV Semester Paper-42 Theory  

 

Paper Title: Inorganic & Physical Chemistry 

Paper Code: 20CHE42 

 

Course outcomes: 

 

At the end of the course, the student will be able to; 

CO1: Understand concepts of boundary conditions and quantization, probability 

distribution, most probable values, uncertainty and expectation values 

 

CO2: Application Of Quantization To Spectroscopy. 

 

CO3: Various types of spectra and their use in structure determination. 

 

 

Laboratory Course -42 

 

Paper Title: Organic Qualitative analysis Lab 

Paper Code: 20CHE42P 

 

Lab Course outcomes: 

 

At the end of the course, the student will be able to; 

CO1: Use glassware, equipment and chemicals and follow experimental procedures 

in the laboratory 

 

CO2: Apply concepts of electrochemistry in experiments 

 

CO3:Be familiar with electro analytical methods and techniques in analytical 

chemistry which study an analyte by measuring the potential ( volts) and/or 

current ( amperes) in an electrochemical cell containing the analyte 
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III Year V Semester Paper-V (A) 

(Inorganic, Organic & Physical Chemistry) 

Course objective: 
 

 To explore the students to know about the coordination chemistry, metal complexes &   

Thermodynamics.  

 To explore the knowledge of understanding of methods organic functional group analysis 

with their derivatives. 

Course Outcome: 
 
CO1: To enable the students to know about the Coordination chemistry, Metal complexes. 

CO2: To enable the students to know about the of Nitro alkanes.    

CO3: To enable the students to know about the Thermodynamics & Entropy. 

 

Core Practical V (A) 
 
 Students will gain an understanding of methods organic functional group analysis with 

their derivatives. 

 

III Year V Semester Paper-V (B)  

(Inorganic, Organic & Physical Chemistry) 

Course objective: 
 

 The Objective of the course is to enable the students to learn about Bio- inorganic 

chemistry, carbohydrates, amino acids, hetero cyclic chemistry, chemical kinetics & 

photo chemistry. 

Course Outcome: 
 
CO1:  To enable the students to learn about Bio- inorganic chemistry & Metal complexes. 

CO2:  To enable the students to learn about Carbohydrates, Amino acids, Heterocyclic 

chemistry.  

CO3:  To enable the students to learn about Chemical kinetics & Photo chemistry. 

Core Practical V (B) 
 

 Students will gain an understanding of methods determination of surface tension of 

liquid & viscosity of liquid. 
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III Year VI Semester Paper VI (Elective) 

 (ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY) 
 

Course objective: 

 

 To provide knowledge on Environment, Air Pollution, Water Pollution. 

 To provide knowledge on Chemical Toxicology, Eco System & Bio Diversity. 

 

Course Outcome: 

 

CO1: To enable the students to learn about Environment, Air pollution, Water pollution. 

CO2:  To enable the students to learn about Chemical Toxicology, Eco system & Bio 

diversity. 

 

Practicals: 

 

 Students will gain an understanding of determination of hardness of water, acidity, 

and alkalinity.  
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III Year VI Semester Paper VII 

(Cluster papers C1, C2, and C3) 

 

Course objective: 

 
 To provide knowledge learn about predicting structure of the molecules by IR, NMR, 

ESR, and UV –spectroscopic techniques. 

 To enable the students to learn about organic photochemistry, advanced organic 

reactions & protecting groups. 

 To enable the students to learn about the synthesis & therapeutic activity of drugs. 

 
Course Outcome: 

 
Cluster – C1 (ORGANIC SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES) 

 
CO1: To enable the students to learn about predicting structure of the molecules by IR spectroscopy. 

 CO2: To enable the students to learn about predicting structure of the molecules by NMR spectroscopy. 

CO3: To enable the students to learn about predicting structure of the molecules by ESR spectroscopy.  

 CO4: To enable the students to learn about predicting structure of the molecules by UV –spectroscopy. 

 

Cluster - C2 (ADVANCED ORGANIC REACTIONS)  

CO1: To enable the students to learn about Organic Photochemistry.  
CO2: To enable the students to learn about Advanced Organic Reactions  

 CO3: To enable the students to learn about Protecting Groups. 

 

Cluster – C3 (PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY) 

 
CO1: To enable the students to learn about the Synthesis of Drugs. 
CO2: To enable the students to learn about Therapeutic Activity of Drugs. 

 

PRACTICALS 

 



C1:  Students will gain an understanding of preparation of Aspirin, Paracetamol,    

Acetanilide, etc., 

C2:  Students will gain an understanding the preparation & verification of solutions by   

        PH metry, Colorimetry 

C3:  Project work (students will gain and understanding the skills by doing general 

chemistry    Project Work. 
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
 

II YEAR III SEMESTER 
Paper-III: OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING JAVA 

Course Outcomes: 
At the end of this course student will able to: 

1. Understand the concept and underlying principles of Object-Oriented Programming 

2. Understand how object-oriented concepts are incorporated into the Java 

programming language 

3. Develop problem-solving and programming skills using OOP concept 

4. Understand the benefits of a well structured program 

5. Develop the ability to solve real-world problems through software development 

in high-level programming language like Java 

6. Develop efficient Java applets and applications using OOP concept 

7. Become familiar with the fundamentals and acquire programming skills in the 

Java language. 

II YEAR IV SEMESTER 

Paper-IV: DATA STRUCTURES 

Course Outcomes: 
1. Describe how arrays, records, linked structures, stacks, queues, trees, and graphs 

are represented in memory and used by algorithms 

2. Describe common applications for arrays, records, linked structures, stacks, 

queues, trees, and graphs. 

3. Write programs that use arrays, records, linked structures, stacks, queues, trees, 

and graphs 

4. Demonstrate different methods for traversing trees 

5. Compare alternative implementations of data structures with respect to 

performance 

6. Compare and contrast the benefits of dynamic and static data 

structures implementations 

7. Describe the concept of recursion, give examples of its use, describe how it can 

be implemented using a stack . 

8. Discuss the computational efficiency of the principal algorithms for sorting, 

searching, and hashing. 



III YEAR V SEMESTER 
Paper-V(A) : Data Base Management System 

 
Course Outcomes:  
 On completing the subject, students will be able to:  
1. Design and model of data in database.  

2. Store, Retrieve data in database. 

 

III YEAR V SEMESTER  
Paper-V (B) Software Engineering 

Course outcomes: 

1. Ability to gather and specify requirements of the software projects.  

2. Ability to analyze software requirements with existing tools 

3. Able to differentiate different testing methodologies 

4. Able to understand and apply the basic project management practices in real life  

projects  

5. Ability to work in a team as well as independently on software projects 

 
 

III YEAR VI SEMESTER  
Paper-VII: Elective Web Technologies 

Course Outcome: 
1. To understand the web architecture and web services.  

2. To practice latest web technologies and tools by conducting experiments.  

3. To design interactive web pages using HTML and Style sheets.  

4. To study the framework and building blocks of .NET Integrated Development 

Environment. 

5. To provide solutions by identifying and formulating IT related problems. 

 
III YEAR VI SEMESTER 

Paper-VIII: Cluster-B1   DISTRIBUED SYSTEMS 

Course Outcomes 

1. To create models for distributed systems. 

2. To apply different techniques learned in the distributed system. 

3. Students will get the concepts of Inter- process communication 

4. Students will get the concepts of Distributed Mutual Exclusion and Distributed 

Deadlock Detection algorithm. 

 



III YEAR VI SEMESTER 

Paper-VIII: Cluster-B2 Cloud Computing 

Course Outcomes 

1. To Compare the strengths and limitations of cloud computing. 

2. To Identify the architecture, infrastructure and delivery models of cloud computing. 

3. To apply suitable virtualization concept. 

4. To choose the appropriate cloud player, Programming Models and approach. 

5. To Address the core issues of cloud computing such as security , privacy and 

interoperability 

6. To Design Cloud Services and Set a private. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2020-2021 Course Outcomes 

 

B Sc Semester: I Credits: 4 
Course: 1 PROBLEM SOLVING IN C             Hrs/Wk: 4 

 

Aim and objectives of Course: 

 This course aims to provide exposure to problem-solving through 
programming. 

 It introduces the concepts of the C Programming language. 
Learning outcomes of Course: 

Upon successful completion of the course, a student will be able to: 

 Understand the evolution and functionality of a Digital Computer. 
 Apply logical skills to analyze a given problem 
 Develop an algorithm for solving a given problem. 
 Understand ‘C’ language constructs like Iterative statements, Array processing, 

Pointers. 
 Apply ‘C’ language constructs to the algorithms to write a ‘C’ language program. 

 

B Sc Semester: II Credits: 4 
Course: 2 DATA STRUCTURES USING C Hrs/Wk: 4 

 

Aim and objectives of Course: 

 To introduce the fundamental concept of data structures and to emphasize the 

importance of various data structures in developing and implementing 

efficient algorithms. 

Learning outcomes of Course: 

Upon successful completion of the course, a student will be able to: 

 Understand available Data Structures for data storage and processing. 
 Comprehend Data Structure and their real-time applications - Stack, Queue, 

Linked List, Trees and Graph 
 Choose a suitable Data Structures for an application 
 Develop ability to implement different Sorting and Search methods 
 Have knowledge on Data Structures basic operations like insert, delete, search, 

update and traversal 
 Design and develop programs using various data structures 
 Implement the applications of algorithms for sorting, pattern matching etc. 

 
 
 



 
B Sc Semester: III Credits: 4 

Course: 3 DATABASE MANAGEMENTSYSTEM Hrs/Wk: 4 

 
Aim and objectives of Course: 

The objective of the course is to introduce the design and development 
ofdatabases with special emphasis on relational databases. 

Learning outcomes of Course: Upon successful completion of the course, a student 

will be able to: 

Gain knowledge of Database and DBMS. 
 Understand the fundamental concepts of DBMS with special emphasis 

onrelational data model. 
 Demonstrate an understanding of normalization theory and apply 

suchknowledge to the normalization of a database 
 Model data base using ER Diagrams and design database schemas based on 

themodel. 
 Create a small database using SQL. 
 Store, Retrieve data in database. 

 


B Sc Semester: IV Credits: 4 

Course: 4 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING JAVA Hrs/Wk: 4 

 

Aim and objectives of Course: 

 To introduce the fundamental concepts of Object-Oriented programming and 

todesign & implement object oriented programming concepts in Java. 

 

Learning outcomes of Course: 

 Understand the benefits of a well-structured program 

 Understand different computer programming paradigms 

 Understand underlying principles of Object-Oriented Programming in Java 

 Develop problem-solving and programming skills using OOP concepts 

 Develop the ability to solve real-world problems through software developmentin 

high-level programming language like Java 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B Sc Semester: IV Credits: 4 

Course: 5 OPERATING SYSTEMS Hrs/Wk: 4 

Aim and objectives of Course: 

 This course aims to introduce the structure and organization of a file system. It 
emphasizes various functions of an operating system like memory management, 
process management, device management, etc. 

 

Learning outcomes of Course: 
Upon successful completion of the course, a student will be able to: 

 Know Computer system resources and the role of operating system in 
resourcemanagement with algorithms 

 Understand Operating System Architectural design and its services. 
 Gain knowledge of various types of operating systems including Unix andAndroid. 
 Understand various processmanagement concepts including

scheduling, synchronization, and deadlocks. 

 Have a basic knowledge about multithreading. 
 Comprehend different approaches for memory management. 
 Understand and identify potential threats to operating systems and the 

securityfeatures design to guard against them. 

 Specify objectives of modern operating systems and describe how 
operatingsystems have evolved over time. 

 Describe the functions of a contemporary operating system 
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                     DEPARTTMENT OF   ZOOLOGY  (UG)  

   

COURSE OUTCOME:  ZOOLOGY FOR SIX SEMESTERS: 2021-2022 

 

SEMESTER 1, PAPER :1   

 

ANIMAL  DIVERSITY- BIOLOGY OF NON CHORDATES: 

 Understand the evolution,  history of phylum. 

 Understand about the Non Chordate animals. 

 To study the external as well as internal characters of non chordates. 

 To study the distinguishing characters of non chordates. 

 Understand the economical importance of  Molluscs. 

 



SEMESTER: II PAPER:  II:   

ANIMAL  DIVERSITY- BIOLOGY OF CHORDATES 

 Understand the evolution, history of  Chordates  phyla.  

 Knowledge of classification of protochordates and chordates along with 

studies on various physiological functions and interactions of chordate 

organisms with examples  

 

SEMESTER: III, PAPER III:  

 

  CELL BIOLOGY, GENETICS, MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & 

EVOLUTION 

 Understand the Scope of cell biology, because cell is the basic unit Of  life. 

 To study and understand the whole cell organelles with their structure and 

function. 

  To Understand the Genetic disorders. 

 To Understand the Lamarckism, Darwinism, zoogeography. 

 

SEMESTER:  IV, PAPER IV: 

 

 ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY, CELLULAR METABOLISM AND 

EMBRYOLOGY 

 This course will provide students with a deep knowledge in physiology.. 

 Explaining various aspects of physiological activities of animals with special 

reference to humans. 

 Students will acquire a broad understanding of the hormonal regulation of 

physiological processes in mammals.. 

 To understand  about basics of  Embryology 

 To create awareness about disasters, prevention and mitigation measures 

 

SEMESTER:  IV, PAPER V: 

 

IMMUNOLOGY AND ANIMAL BIOTECHNOLOGY 

 U

nder

standing of  immune mechanisms in disease control, vaccination,  

Hypersensitivity & immune interactions . 

 Understand the various Applications of  Biotechnology. 

 Study and Understand the Hybridoma technology. 

  Study and understand the Stem cell biotechnology and Transgenic animal. 

 Understand the different types of  Immunity. 



            Understand the Scope and Significance of  Biotechnology 

 

SEMESTER: V, PAPER VA:  ANIMAL BIOTECHNOLOGY  

 Understand the various Applications of  Biotechnology. 

 Study and Understand the Hybridoma technology. 

  Study and understand the Stem cell biotechnology and Transgenic animal. 

 Understand the Scope and Significance of  Biotechnology  

 

SEMESTER: V, PAPER VB: ANIMAL HUSBANDARY 

 applied branches of  zoology with skills and knowledge which can lead to 

self employment opportunities like Dairy farm & poultry farms etc. 

 

SEMESTER VI: ELECTIVE PAPER : IMMUNOLOGY 

 U

nder

stan

ding of  immune mechanisms in disease control, vaccination,  

Hypersensitivity & immune interactions . 

  

SEMESTER VI CLUSTER I: PRINCIPLES OF AQUACULTURE 

 

 To understand the Aquaculture concept, Culture systems: Freshwater 

aquaculture systems: Freshwater prawn culture, fish culture in paddy fields, 

Brackish water culture, Oyster culture, Culture of aquatic weeds. 

 To understand the Composite fish culture and Preparation &management of 

fish culture ponds. 

 To understand Fresh water prawn culture  and shrimp culture 

 

SEMESTER VI: CLUSTER II: AQUACULTURE MANAGEMENT 

 

 Students gain knowledge about various diseases  in pond fishs. 

  Gain skill about water quality management. 

 Students gain skill about Fish marketing methods. 

 

SEMESTER VI: CLUSTER III: POST HARVESTING TECHNOLOGY 

 Students can gain the knowledge about fish products.   

 Gain skill about preservation & processing techniques  of  fish  

  

 

 

 Understand the different types of  Immunity. 
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DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

For the Academic Year 2021-22 

 

B.Sc Semester -1  

Course :1 Fundamentals of Microbes and Non-vascular Plants  

1. Learning Outcomes: On successful completion of this course, the students will be able to: 

2. Explain origin of life on the earth. 

3. Illustrate diversity among the viruses and prokaryotic organisms and can categorize them. 

4. Classify fungi, lichens, algae and bryophytes basesed on their structure, reproduction and life 

cycles. 

5. Analyze and as certain the plant disease symptoms due to viruses, bacteria and fungi. 

6. Recall and explain the evolutionary trends among amphibians of plant kingdom for their shift to 

land habitat. 

7. Evaluate the ecological and economic value of microbes, thallophytes and bryophytes. 

Semester – II 

Course: 2(L) Basics of Vascular plants and Phytogeography  

1. On successful completion ofthiscourse students shall be able to :   

2. Demonstrate the techniques of section cutting,  preparing slides, identifying of the material and 

drawing exact figures.   

3. Compare and contrast the morphological, anatomical and reproductive features of vascular plants.   

4. Identify the local angiosperms of the families prescribed to their genus and species level and 

prepare herbarium.   

5. Exhibit skills of preparing slides, identifying the given twigs in the lab and drawing figures of  

plant twigs, flowers and floral diagrams as they are.   

6. Prepare and preserve specimens of local wild plants using herbarium techniques. 

Semester – III  

Course: 3 Anatomy and Embryology of Angiosperms, Plant Ecology and Biodiversity 

On successful completion of this course, the students will be able to; 

1. Understand on the organization of tissues and tissue systems in plants. 

2. Illustrate and interpret various aspects of embryology. 



3. Discuss the basic concepts of plant ecology, and evaluate the effects of environmental and biotic 

factors on plant communities. 

4. Appraise various qualitative and quantitative parameters to study the population and community 

ecology. 

5. Correlate the importance of biodiversity and consequences due to its loss. 

6. Enlist the endemic/endangered flora and fauna from two biodiversity hot spots in India and assess 

strategies for their conservation 

Semester – IV A 

Course: 4 Plant Physiology and Metabolism 

1. On successful completion of this course, the students will be able to; 

2. Comprehend the importance of water in plant life and mechanisms for transport of water and 

solutes in plants. 

3. Evaluate the role of minerals in plant nutrition and their deficiency symptoms. 

4. Interpret the role of enzymes in plant metabolism. 

5. Critically understand the light reactions and carbon assimilation processes responsible for 

synthesis of food in plants. 

6. Analyze the biochemical reactions in relation to Nitrogen and lipid metabolisms. 

7. Evaluate the physiological factors that regulate growth and development in plants. 

8. Examine the role of light on flowering and explain physiology of plants under stress conditions. 

Semester - IV B 

Course: 5 Cell Biology, Genetics and Plant Breeding 

On successful completion of this course, the students 

1. Distinguish prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells and design the model of a cell. 

2. Explain the organization of a eukaryotic chromosome and the structure of genetic material. 

3. Demonstrate techniques to observe the cell and its components under a microscope. 

4. Discuss the basics of Mendel an genetics, its variations and interpret inheritance of traits in living 

beings. 

5. Elucidate the role of extra-chromosomal genetic material for inheritance of characters. 

6. Evaluate the structure, function and regulation of genetic material. 

7. Understand the application of principles and modern techniques in plant breeding. 

8. Explain the procedures of selection and hybridization for improvement of crops. 



Semester – IV  

Course: 5(L) Cell Biology, Genetics and Plant Breeding  

1. After successful completion of this practical course the student shall be able to: 

2. Show the understanding of techniques of demonstrating Mitosis and Meiosis in the laboratory and 

identify different stages of cell division. 

3. Identify and explain with diagram the cellular parts of a cell from a model or picture and prepare 

models 

4. Solve the problems related to crosses and gene interactions. 

5. Demonstrate plant breeding techniques such as emasculation and bagging 
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY 

COURSE OUTCOMES: 2021-2022 

Semester I        Paper: 1     Bio-molecules & Analytical Techniques 
Aim and objectives of Course:  
To ensure students gain knowledge about the structure, properties and functions of 
biomolecules and characterization of biomolecules using analytical techniques. 
 
Learning outcomes of Course 
 
The course will provide an insight into various aspects of basic aspects of biomolecules and 
different aspects of biophysical and biochemical techniques applied in the field of biology. 
 
Semester II    Paper: 2         Microbiology, Cell and Molecular Biology  
 
Aim and objectives of Course:  
 
To ensure students gain knowledge about the microbiology, cell and molecular biology 
aspects. 
 
Learning outcomes of Course:  
The course will provide an insight into basic aspects of microbiology, cell and molecular 
biology. 
 
Semester III    Paper: 3    Immunology and r DNA technology  
 
Aim and objectives of Course:  
 



 To acquaint students with concepts of immunology and recombinant DNA technology. This 
course is aimed to give an understanding of the basics of immunology dealing cells and 
organs of the immune system, types of immune responses, antigen-antibody interactions, 
vaccines and tools, techniques and strategies and applications of genetic engineering. 
 
Learning outcomes of Course: 
 
The course will provide an insight into basic aspects of immunology and rDNA technology. 
 
 
Semester-IV    Paper: 4A    Plant and Animal Biotechnology 
 
Aim and objectives of Course: 
 
The objectives of this course are to introduce students to the principles, practices and 
application of animal biotechnology, plant tissue culture, plant and animal genomics, 
genetic transformation. 
 
Learning outcomes of   Course: 
Students should be able to gain fundamental knowledge in animal and plant biotechnology 
and their applications. 
 
Semester-IV   Paper: 4B  Environmental & Industrial Biotechnology 
  
Aim and objectives of Course   
This course aims to introduce fundamentals of Environmental Biotechnology. The course 
will also give an insight in introducing major groups of microorganisms and their industrial 
applications. 
 
Learning outcomes of Course:  
Students should be able to gain fundamental knowledge in animal and plant biotechnology 
and their applications. 
 
 
  
Semester-V  Paper-VA           Genetics and Molecular biology 

By the end of the course the student will be able to: 
CO1:   Understand the concept of genes and their behavior.  

CO2: Students get the knowledge of living things at the level of molecules which control 
them &  make them up.  
  

 



Semester-V   Paper-VB         Gene expression & r DNA technology 

By the end of the course the student will be able to: 
CO1:   Understand mechanism of gene expression and its regulation in prokaryotes and  

eukaryotes.  

CO2: The concept of gene manipulation and gene transfer technologies. 

CO3: Manipulation of genes, Gene Transfer techniques, Expression systems and methods of 

selection. 

Semester- VI      Elective -       Ecology 

CO1:  The students are made aware about the ecosystem so as to bring awareness on 
different aspects of Biodiversity and conservation of Biodiversity.  
 
Semester- VI    Cluster Elective-C1   Plant & Animal Biotechnology 
 
By the end of the course the student will be able to: 
 
CO1: Understand the reasons behind different plant transformation techniques. 
CO2:  Understand various sterilization techniques involved in in vitro propagation of 
plants. 
CO3: Understand the fundamental concepts of animal cell culture, and its importance. 
CO4: To discuss the significance of transgenic with reference to animal models. 
CO5: To discuss the principles and applications of animal cloning along with ethical issues. 
 
  Cluster Elective- C2 Environmental Biotechnology 
 
         By the end of the course the student will be able to: 
 
CO1:   Basic concepts in microbial ecology. 
CO2:  Waste water management and Bioremediation 
 
   Cluster Elective- C3 Industrial Biotechnology 
 
         By the end of the course the student will be able to: 
 
CO1: Screening of antibiotic producer, vitamin, antibiotic assay, citric acid, amylase, wine 
etc.  
CO2:  Basic principles and types of Bioreactors. 
CO3: Production of Proteins having Therapeutic and diagnostic applications  
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DEPARTMENT OF 

BIOTECHNOLOGY/BIOCHEMISTRY/MICROBIOLOGY 

COURSE OUTCOME: BIOCHEMISTRY       2021-2022 

SEMESTER I:     PAPER –I  BIOMOLECULE 

Aim and objectives of Course (Biomolecules):  

The student gains knowledge in the chemistry of biomolecules such as water, carbohydrates, 

lipids, proteins and nucleic acids which make up all the living organisms including humans.  

Learning outcomes of Course  
This course will enable the student to understand the importance of biomolecules in living 
organisms and effects of their alterations in diseases occurring in plants, animals and 
humans.  

The practical will give the expertise to the student for analysis of any biological or non-

biological sample for identification of its chemical composition. 

SEMESTER II:     PAPER –II   Analytical Techniques  
 
 
Aim and objectives of Course: Analytical Techniques  

The knowledge in the analytical techniques will enable the student for isolation, purification and 

chemical characterization of compounds from plants and microbes which will have medical or 

commercial importance.  

Learning outcomes of Course  

1. The student will learn the various analytical techniques and their applications in 

separation and isolation of cells and tissues for studying their functional abnormalities  

2. The practicals will provide the expertise to the student for quantification of electrolytes 

and other metal ions, hormones and identification of bacteria.  

3. The expertise gained by the student in this course can be useful in food industries, 

pharma industries, clinical and microbiological labs.  

 

 



SEMESTER III:     PAPER-III   Enzymology, Bioenergetics and Intermediary Metabolism  
 
Aim and objectives of Course (Enzymology, Bioenergetics and Intermediary Metabolism):  

The student will get knowledge in enzymes, their physiological importance and other 

applications. They also understand the metabolism of biomolecules like carbohydrate, lipid and 

aminoacids. 

 

Learning outcomes of Course  

 

a) The student will know how the biomolecules such as carbohydrates, lipids and proteins get 

metabolized for the purpose of energy and other physiological functions in the body.  

 

b) The course will enable the student to understand the pathophysiology of metabolic diseases 

such as diabetes, atherosclerosis etc. which occur due to alterations in metabolism.  

 

c) The practicals will provide the expertise for quantification of enzymes’ activities, glucose, 

proteins and lipid levels in blood which will have clinical applications  

 

SEMESTER IV:   PAPER –IV A  Physiology, Nutritional and Clinical Biochemistry  
 
Aim and objectives of Course (Physiology, Nutritional and Clinical Biochemistry):  

The student will get knowledge on different physiological systems and their functions in the 

human body. By studying blood, its composition and its functions the student will understand 

the importan 

Learning outcomes of Course:  

 

a) This course will also provide knowledge on hormones, their functions and the diseases 

occurring due to alterations in the levels of hormones.  

b) By studying this course the student will know the nutritional importance of proteins, 

carbohydrates, lipids, vitamins and minerals.  

c) Clinical biochemistry unit along with practicals will enable the student to do diagnostic tests 

for liver diseases, Gastro intestinal diseases, renal diseases and nutritional deficiencies.  



SEMESTER IV:   PAPER –IV B  Microbiology, Immunology and Molecular Biology  
 
Aim and objectives of Course (Microbiology, Immunology and Molecular biology):  

 

a) This course will enable the student to know various microbes such as bacteria, fungi and 

viruses, their structures and other properties and diseases caused by them.  

b) The student will also get knowledge in their commercial applications by making use of their 

beneficial effects such as fermentation in alcohol production, nitrogen fixation in agriculture 

etc.  

Learning outcome of Course:  

a) The student will get knowledge in immune system, vaccines and also understand the 

pathogenesis of auto immune diseases and immune deficiency diseases.  

b) This course will provide knowledge and expertise in molecular biology such as genes, their 

structure and importance. This will also enable the student to know the applications of PCR in 

cloning and diagnosis of genetic and viral diseases.  

c) The practicals will provide the expertise to the student to work in microbiology laboratory, 

food and pharma industries, and biotech companies for production of vaccines and other life-

saving drugs.  

 

SEMESTER V :    PAPER V(A) - PHYSIOLOGY , CLINICAL BIOCHEMISTRY 

                                                             AND IMMUNOLOGY  

CO1:  Exposure with the mechanism of signal transduction by steroid and 

           polypeptide  hormones and the role of second messengers in signal transduction. 

CO2:  Exposure   with the process of gaseous exchange in tissue and lungs , respiratory 

           adaption to high altitude to learn about the normal constituents of urine ,blood and 

           their significance in maintaining good health, 

CO3:  Exposure to the mechanisms of causation of diseases of liver and  kidney  

          understanding of the overview of immune system including cells ,organs and receptors. 

CO4:  To understand importance of  different types of vaccines. 



SEMESTER V:    PAPER- VB:   MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND RECOMBINANT  

                                                                 DNA   TECHNOLOGY 

CO1:  Study the discovery of DNA as genetic material ,DNA replication ,transcription , 

           DNA repair translation. 

CO2:  Exposure with the importance of E.coli , Lac- operon , PCR, expression vectors and 

          their importance in biotechnology. 

CO3: To produce Citric acid ,acetone and antibiotics using recombinant DNA technology.  

 

SEMESTER VI : ELECTIVE (A):  BASIC MICROBIOLOGY 

CO1 : Have developed a good knowledge of the development of the discipline of  

           Microbiology and the contributions made by prominent  scientists in this field.             

CO2  : Have developed a very good understanding of characteristics of different                              

CO3  : Types of microorganisms, methods to organize/classify these into and basic 

              tools    to study these in the laboratory.                                                                                                  

CO4  : Are able to explain the useful and harmful activities of the microorganisms                            

.            and   are able to perform basic experiments to grow and study microorganisms 

              in the  laboratory . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S.V.K.P & Dr K.S.RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE, PENUGONDA. 

DEPARTMENTS OF BIOTECHNOLOGY/ BIOCHEMISTRY/MICROBIOLOGY 

           COURSE OUTCOME: MICROBIOLOGY       2021-2022 

 

SEMESTER I :   PAPER-I   INTRODUCTION TO MICROBIOLOGY AND      MICROBIAL 
DIVERSITY  
 

Aim and objectives of Course  

To understand History & Development of Microbiology, Microscopy, staining and sterilization 

techniques, Ultra-structure of cell, Different methods of microbial characterization  

To study nature of viruses, viral classification, cultivation of viruses and Type study of TMV & 

HIV  

 

Learning outcomes of Course  

Up on completion of the course students able to  

 

1. Explain relationship and apply appropriate terminology relating to the structure, Genetics, 

metabolism and ecology of prokaryotic microorganisms, Algae, viruses and Fungi.  

 

2. Students will get basics and importance of Microbiology.  

 

3. Demonstrate appropriate laboratory skill and techniques related to isolation, staining, 

identification and control of microorganisms.  

 

SEMESTER II        :  PAPER –II MICROBIAL PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY  
 

Aim and objectives of Course  

To understandDNA, RNA, Protein structure and synthesis. DNA damage, mutations and repair. 

Gene transfer methods. 

 Learning outcomes of Course  

1. This Course provides Understanding of biomolecular synthesis and control will help in further 

study  

2. Develop knowledge on microbial genetics and molecular biology.  



   SEMESTER III  :  PAPER -III  MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND MICROBIAL GENETICS  
 
             Aim and objectives of Course  

To understand different biomolecules, analytical techniques, bacterial nutrition, growth and 

metabolism  

 

Learning outcomes of Course  

Up on completion of this course students should able to:  

1. Explain working principle and applications of Colorimetry, Chromatography, 

Spectrophotometry, Centrifugation and Gel Electrophoresis.  

2. Knowledge on Microbial nutrition, bacterial growth, metabolism and Respiration.  

3. The student will get first-hand experience on separation methods  

 
         SEMESTER IV  :  PAPER- IV A  IMMUNOLOGY AND MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY  
 
Aim and objectives of Course  

To study types of immunity, immune organs, cells, antibodies and antigen-antibody 

interactions.  

To learn diagnostic and pathogenesis of various diseases. Antimicrobial defense and different 

toxins and vaccines.  

Learning outcomes of Course  

Up on completion of the course students able to  

1. Explain No-specific body defence and the immune response  

2. Develop knowledge on disease transmission and control  

3. Demonstrate on collection and handling of laboratory specimens  

4. Develop an information making personal health decision in regard to infectious diseases.  

5. Student can safeguard himself & society and can work diagnostics and hospitals. 

  

Semester IV: MICROBIAL ECOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY  
 
Aim and objectives of Course  

To study role of microorganisms in nutrient cycling, microorganism in waste treatment and 

degradation of xenobiotics  

To determine the potability of drinking water  



To study concepts of screening and strain improvement, media, Fermentation, assays with 

examples of industrially important processes  

 
Learning outcomes of Course  

Up on completion of the course students able to  

1. Understandfundamental concept in soil microbial diversity, basic concept of biogeochemical 

cycles and plant growth promotion and plant diseases  

2. Understands the role of microorganisms in treatment of solid and liquid waste.  

3. Acquire knowledge on application of microorganisms in agro – environmental fields.  

4. Get basic information design of fermenter, fermentation processes and Single cell proteins.  

5. Self-reliance in the industrial application of Microbiology in life and industry.  

6. Entrepreneurship can be established with the gained knowledge.  

 
  SEMESTER V   :  PAPER -(VA)    ENVIRONMENTAL & AGRICULTURE  

MICROBIOLOGY 

 CO1: Has acquired a fairly good understanding of microbes in the soil. 

 CO2: Has developed a fairly good understanding of the use of microbes in sustainable 

agriculture namely role in biogeochemical recycling, nitrogen fixing, organic matter 

degradation, use as bio fertilizers, as bio pesticides, production of bio fuels. 

             CO3: Has developed skills for growing microorganisms in the laboratory for the  

              production of different enzymes by different microorganism. 

 

  SEMESTER V    :   PAPER (VB) -FOOD AND INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY 

             C01: Have developed a very good understanding of practical aspects commercially  

             produced food and fermentative products. 

 CO2: Have developed a very good understanding of practical use of microbiology for 

better production of home based food and  

 fermentation products for day to day use. 

 

  SEMESTER VI    :    PAPER -VI MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY 

         CO1:  Have developed a very good understanding about the industrial productions. 

         CO2: have developed a very good understanding about the bio productions and bio   useful.    



   SEMESTER VI    : CLUSTER PAPERS UNDER ELECTIVE  

            CLUSTER1 : MICROBIAL DIAGNOSTICS IN HEALTH CLINICS  

            CO1:  By the end of the syllabus student should develop their knowledge about 

pathogenic information about the moicroorganisms and their clinical assement . 

            CO2:   It gives the diagnostics information of various diseases so student can safeguard 

himself. 

            CLUSTER2:  MICROBIAL QUALITY CONTROL IN FOOD AND 

PHARMACUTICAL INDUSTRIES 

            CO1:  It gives the knowledge about pharmaceuticals and industries it might be useful to 

the students to work in industries  and labs etc.. 

            CO2: Have developed the knowledge about the quality assessment. 

             

    CLUSTER3: BIOFERTILIZERS AND BIOPESTICIDES          

            CO1: By the end of the course student should know about fertilizers and pesticides  usage 

. 

            CO2: It enhance the student for the new researches and new innovations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S.V.K.P. & Dr.K.S.RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE, PENUGONDA 

Naac Accredited “A” College with Potential for Excellence 

DEPATMENT OF ECONOMICS 

Life Skill Course (2020-2021) 

  

Course Outcome of B.A.,B.Com., B.Sc 

  

Semester –I : Paper –I :Human Values and Professional Ethics 

CO1:  Understand the significance of value inputs in a classroom and start applying them in their 

            life andprofession.  

 CO2:  Distinguish between values and skills, happiness and accumulation of physical facilities, 

            the Self and theBody, Intention and Competence of an individual, etc.      

CO3:   Understand the value of harmonious relationship based on trust and respect in their life 

            and profession  Understand the role of a human being in ensuring harmony in society and 

            nature.    

CO4:   Distinguish between ethical and unethical practices, and start working out the strategy to 

            actualize a harmonious environment wherever they work.  

  

S.V.K.P. & Dr.K.S.RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE, PENUGONDA 

Naac Accredited “A” College with Potential for Excellence 

DEPATMENT OF ECONOMICS 

 Skill Development Course (Group A)(2020-2021) 

  

Course Outcome of B.A.,B.Sc. 

  

Semester –II : Paper –II : Agricultural Marketing 

          By the successful completion of this course, the student will be able to;   

CO1: Know the kinds of agricultural products and their movement 

CO2: Understand the types, structure and functioning of agricultural marketing system 

CO3: Comprehend related skills and apply them in sample situations 

CO4: Extend this knowledge and skills to their production/consumption environment 

  

 

 

 



 

S.V.K.P. & Dr.K.S.RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE, PENUGONDA 

Naac Accredited “A” College with Potential for Excellence 

DEPATMENT OF ECONOMICS(2021-2022) 

  

Course Outcomes of B.A 

SEMESTER –I  

Paper –I : Micro Economic Analysis (20ECO1) 

(W.e.f.2020-21 admitted batch) 

  

At the end of this module, the student is expected to demonstrate the following outcomes; 

CO1: understand the functioning of a simple economy and meaning of economics. 

CO2: understand the fundamental of concepts in economics. 

CO3: understand the differences between micro and macro economic analysis. 

CO4: Analyse principles of micro economic analysis. 

CO5: Analyse methodologies in study of economics. 

SEMESTER –II  

Paper –II : Macro Economic Analysis (20ECO2) 

(W.e.f.2020-21 admitted batch) 

  

CO1: Difference between Micro and Macro Economics, importance of macro Economics and 

Macro Economic variables 

CO2: Define and explain the process of calculating national income, identify its components, 

demonstrate circular flow of income, analyse the various identities with government and 

international trade 

CO3: Explain the meaning of consumption function, relationship between APC and MPC, 

consumption and income, concept of multiplier and accelerator, MEC and rate of interest. 

CO4: Demonstrate the meaning and functions of money, illustrate various versions of quantity 

theory of money 

CO5: Identify types of banks, explain the meaning and functions of commercial banks, illustrate 

how bank create credit, and suggest the instruments to control it. 



CO6: Illustrate the meaning of inflation, identify different kinds of inflation, causes and effects 

of inflation on different sectors of the economy, describe different measures to control it. 

CO7: Analyse different phases of trade cycles, demonstrate various phases of trade cycles, 

understand the impact of cyclical fluctuations on the growth of business, and lay policies to 

control trade cycles. 

Semester –III : Paper –III : Development Economics  (2021-2022) 

CO1:  Remembers and states in a systematic way(Knowledge): Various concepts and definitions 

           and indicators relating to economic growth and Development including recent  

           developments   

CO2 :  Explains(understanding):  

      a) Distinction between growth and development with examples  

      b) Characteristics of developing and developing economies and distinction between the two  

      c) factors contributing to development, Choice of Techniques and a few important models  

          and strategies of growth 

CO3:  Critically examines using data and figures (analysis and evaluation)  

      a). the theoretical aspects of a few models and strategies of economic growth 

      b). role and importance of various financial and other institutions in the context of India’s   

          economic development  

CO4: Draws critical diagrams and graphs. 

      a). to explain the models and strategies 

      b). to highlight empirical evidences to support the strategies 

Semester –IV : Paper –IV : Economic Development- India And Andhra Pradesh 

CO1: Remembers and states in a systematic way(Knowledge)  

      a. leading issues of Indian economic development with reference to potential for growth, 

          obstacles and policy responses   

      b. Objectives, outlays and achievements of economic plans and growth strategies  



CO2. Explains(understanding) 

      a. Available Resources, demographic issues, general problems of poverty and unemployment  

         and relevant policies 

       b.Sector specific problems, remedial policies and their effectiveness relating to Agriculture    

          and Industrial Sectors of Indian and AP economy and infrastructure issues of AP economy 

     c. Indian Tax system, recent changes, issues of public expenditure and public debt, recent  

         finance commissions and devolution of funds     

     d. Major issues of economic development of Andhra Pradesh after bifurcation and Central  

         assistance 

CO3. Critically examines using data and figures (analysis and evaluation)  

       a. Leading issues of current importance relating to India and AP economy, major policies  

           and programmes 

      b. Covid– 19 and its impact on Indian economy  

CO4. Uses official statistical data and reports including tables and graphs  

     a. To explain the achievements of Indian economy with reference to the objectives of  

         planning and policy and make critical evaluation. 

Semester –IV : Paper –V : Statistical Methods for Economics 

CO1: Remembers and states in a systematic way(Knowledge)  

      a. the definitions, terms and their meaning relating to statistical methods  

      b. various formulae used to measure central tendency, correlation regression and Indices  

CO2: Explains(understanding)  

      a. Importance of statistics and its applications 

      b. The method of classification of primary data 

      c. Uses of Correlation and Regression analysis, time series and index numbers in economic  

          analysis 



CO3: Analyses and solves using given data and information (analysis and evaluation)  

       a. different kinds of statistical problems using various principles and formulae relating to   

           central tendency, correlation, regression, time series and indices 

       b. to interpret data and suggest solutions to economic problems 

CO 4: Draws critical diagrams and graphs. 

      a. Histogram, Frequency Polygon and Frequency Curve 

      b. More than cumulative and less than cumulative frequency curves (Ogive) 

      c. Different types of Bar diagrams 

      d. Pie Diagram and its uses in economic analysis 

Semester –V : Paper –VC1 : Insurance Services                                                         

CO1:Explain the concept and principles of insurance service and functioning of insurance 

service agencies;  

CO2: Identify and analyse the opportunities related insurance services in local rural area;                                                                                                                                            

CO3:Apply the concepts and principles of insurance to build a career in Insurance services;   

CO4: Demonstrate practical skills to enable them to start insurance service agency or earn wage 

employment in it.  

Semester –V : Paper –VC2 : Banking and Financial Services 

CO1:Explain the concept and essentials banking and financial services.   

CO2:Identify and analyse the employment opportunities related to banks and other financial 

institutions. 

CO3: Apply the concepts to banking and financial opportunities and formulate ideas related to 

them.  

CO4: Demonstrate practical skills to enable them to get employment in Banks and other financial 

institutions as business correspondents or Common Service Centers or marketing agents.  

 

 

 



S.V.K.P & Dr. K.S.RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE,(A) PENUGONDA 

DEPATMENT OF POLITICS 

Course Outcomes 

For the Academic Year 2021-22 

Semester: 1 

Introduction To Political Science 

Coursce Outcomes: 

On successful completion of the course the students will be able to; 

CO1. Recall the previous knowledge about Political Science and understand the nature 

andscope, traditional and modern approaches of Political Science. 

CO2. Understand concepts intrinsic to the study of Political Science. 

CO3. Have solid theoretical understanding of Rights and its theories along with the basicaspects 

of certain political ideologies. 

CO4. Apply the knowledge to observe the field level phenomena 

Semester:II 

Basic Organs Of The Government 

Coursce Outcomes: 

On successful completion of the course the students will be able to: 

C01. Understand the Origin and Evolution of the concept of 

Constitutionalism andclassification of Constitutions. CO2. Acquaint themselves with different 

theories of origin of State. 

CO3. Understand and analyses organs and forms of Governments along with a deep insight 

intothe various agents involved in the political process. 

CO4. Apply the knowledge to analyse and evaluate the existing systems 

SEMESTER III 

Indian Government And Politics 

Coursce Outcomes: 

On successful completion of the course the students will be able to: 

features of the Indian Constitution 



CO1. Acquire knowledge about the historical background of Constitutional development in 

India, appreciate philosophical foundations and salient 

 CO2. Analyze the relationship between State and individual interms of 

Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles of State Policy.  

CO3. Understand the composition of and functioning of Union Government 

as well as State Government and finally 

CO4. Acquaint themselves with the judicial system of the country and its emerging trends such 

as judicial reforms 

SEMESTR IV 

INDIAN POLITICAL PROCESS (IVA) 

Coursce Outcomes: 

.On successful completion of the course the students will be able to: 

 CO1. Know and understand the federal system of the country and some of 

CO2. Evaluate the electoral system of the country and to identify the areas 

CO3. Know the constitutional base and functioning of local governments with special 

emphasison73rd& 74th Constitutional Amendment Acts. 

 CO4.Understand the dynamics of Indian politics, challenges faced and gain a sensitive 

comprehension to the contributing factors.  

CO5. Apply the knowledge and critically comprehend the functioning of some of the 

regulatoryand governance institutions. 

CO6. Propose theoretical outline alternate models. 

Semester: IV 

WESTERN POLITICAL THOUGHT(IVB) 

Coursce Outcomes: 

On successful completion of the course the students will be able to: 

CO1. Understand the fundamental contours classical, western political philosophy, basicfeatures 

of medieval political thought and shift from medieval to modern era. 



CO2. Understand the Social Contract Theory and appreciate its implications on the perceptionof 

State in terms of its purposes and role. 

CO3. Acquaint with the Liberal and Marxist philosophy and analyze some trends in Western 

Political Thought. 

CO4. Critically analyse the evolution of western political thought 

Semester-V  

INDIAN POLITICAL THOUGHT (Paper-VA)  

Coursce Outcomes: 

CO 1-Tracing the evolution of Indian political thought from ancient India to modern India. 

CO 2 Analysing the nationalist thought of Raja Rammohun Roy 

CO 3: Discussing the nationalism of Gandhi, M. N. Roy- Radical Humanism, Pandita Ramabai. 

CO 4: Analysing the Gandhi -Swaraj and Satyagraha,Jawaharlal Nehru-Democratic 

CO 5: Dr.B.R.Ambedkar- Annihilation of caste system 

CO6:-Dadabai Naoroji Drain theory and Poverty 

 Semester: V 

WESTERN POLITICAL THOUGHT (VB) 

Coursce Outcomes: 

CO 1- Providing an insight into the dominant features of Ancient Western Political Thought 

Ancient Greek political thought with focus on Aristotle and Plato. Socialism. 

CO 2 Examining the features of Medieval Political Thought 

CO 3. Evaluating the Renaissance, political thought of Reformation; and Machiavelli 

CO 4 .Hobbes as the founder of the science of materialist politics; Locke as the founder of 

Liberalism with focus on his views on natural rights, property and consent, and Rousseau's views 

on Freedom and Democracy, Bentham's Utilitarianism, and John Stuart Mill's views on liberty 

and representative government 

CO 5- Taking an insight into the following: Hegel's views on Civil Society and State: Utopian 

and Scientific socialism: basic characteristic 

Semester-VI:  



PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION  Paper-VII-(B) 

Coursce Outcomes: 

CO 1 Explaining the nature, scope and evolution of Public Administration; Private and Public 

Administration. 

CO 2 Analysing the Administrative Processes: decision making, control; leadership; co-

ordination. communication and 

CO 3:- Discussing Weberian and Marxian theories of bureaucracy 

CO 4: Assessing the relationship between the Citizen and Administration: Lokpal and 

Lokayukt 

CO 5: Examining the Institutions of Financial Administration in India. 

CO 6: Evaluating the concept of Political Development and Social Change Role of Tradition and 

Modernity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S.V.K.P & Dr. K.S.RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE,(A) PENUGONDA 

DEPATMENT OF POLITICS 

Course Outcomes 

For the Academic Year 2021-22 

Semester: 1 

Introduction To Political Science 

Coursce Outcomes: 

On successful completion of the course the students will be able to; 

CO1. Recall the previous knowledge about Political Science and understand the nature 

andscope, traditional and modern approaches of Political Science. 

CO2. Understand concepts intrinsic to the study of Political Science. 

CO3. Have solid theoretical understanding of Rights and its theories along with the basicaspects 

of certain political ideologies. 

CO4. Apply the knowledge to observe the field level phenomena 

Semester:II 

Basic Organs Of The Government 

Coursce Outcomes: 

On successful completion of the course the students will be able to: 

C01. Understand the Origin and Evolution of the concept of 

Constitutionalism andclassification of Constitutions. CO2. Acquaint themselves with different 

theories of origin of State. 

CO3. Understand and analyses organs and forms of Governments along with a deep insight 

intothe various agents involved in the political process. 

CO4. Apply the knowledge to analyse and evaluate the existing systems 

SEMESTER III 

Indian Government And Politics 

Coursce Outcomes: 

On successful completion of the course the students will be able to: 

features of the Indian Constitution 



CO1. Acquire knowledge about the historical background of Constitutional development in 

India, appreciate philosophical foundations and salient 

 CO2. Analyze the relationship between State and individual interms of 

Fundamental Rights and Directive Principles of State Policy.  

CO3. Understand the composition of and functioning of Union Government 

as well as State Government and finally 

CO4. Acquaint themselves with the judicial system of the country and its emerging trends such 

as judicial reforms 

SEMESTR IV 

INDIAN POLITICAL PROCESS (IVA) 

Coursce Outcomes: 

.On successful completion of the course the students will be able to: 

 CO1. Know and understand the federal system of the country and some of 

CO2. Evaluate the electoral system of the country and to identify the areas 

CO3. Know the constitutional base and functioning of local governments with special 

emphasison73rd& 74th Constitutional Amendment Acts. 

 CO4.Understand the dynamics of Indian politics, challenges faced and gain a sensitive 

comprehension to the contributing factors.  

CO5. Apply the knowledge and critically comprehend the functioning of some of the 

regulatoryand governance institutions. 

CO6. Propose theoretical outline alternate models. 

Semester: IV 

WESTERN POLITICAL THOUGHT(IVB) 

Coursce Outcomes: 

On successful completion of the course the students will be able to: 

CO1. Understand the fundamental contours classical, western political philosophy, basicfeatures 

of medieval political thought and shift from medieval to modern era. 



CO2. Understand the Social Contract Theory and appreciate its implications on the perceptionof 

State in terms of its purposes and role. 

CO3. Acquaint with the Liberal and Marxist philosophy and analyze some trends in Western 

Political Thought. 

CO4. Critically analyse the evolution of western political thought 

Semester-V  

INDIAN POLITICAL THOUGHT (Paper-VA)  

Coursce Outcomes: 

CO 1-Tracing the evolution of Indian political thought from ancient India to modern India. 

CO 2 Analysing the nationalist thought of Raja Rammohun Roy 

CO 3: Discussing the nationalism of Gandhi, M. N. Roy- Radical Humanism, Pandita Ramabai. 

CO 4: Analysing the Gandhi -Swaraj and Satyagraha,Jawaharlal Nehru-Democratic 

CO 5: Dr.B.R.Ambedkar- Annihilation of caste system 

CO6:-Dadabai Naoroji Drain theory and Poverty 

 Semester: V 

WESTERN POLITICAL THOUGHT (VB) 

Coursce Outcomes: 

CO 1- Providing an insight into the dominant features of Ancient Western Political Thought 

Ancient Greek political thought with focus on Aristotle and Plato. Socialism. 

CO 2 Examining the features of Medieval Political Thought 

CO 3. Evaluating the Renaissance, political thought of Reformation; and Machiavelli 

CO 4 .Hobbes as the founder of the science of materialist politics; Locke as the founder of 

Liberalism with focus on his views on natural rights, property and consent, and Rousseau's views 

on Freedom and Democracy, Bentham's Utilitarianism, and John Stuart Mill's views on liberty 

and representative government 

CO 5- Taking an insight into the following: Hegel's views on Civil Society and State: Utopian 

and Scientific socialism: basic characteristic 

 



Semester-VI:  

PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION  Paper-VII-(B) 

Coursce Outcomes: 

CO 1 Explaining the nature, scope and evolution of Public Administration; Private and Public 

Administration. 

CO 2 Analysing the Administrative Processes: decision making, control; leadership; co-

ordination. communication and 

CO 3:- Discussing Weberian and Marxian theories of bureaucracy 

CO 4: Assessing the relationship between the Citizen and Administration: Lokpal and 

Lokayukt 

CO 5: Examining the Institutions of Financial Administration in India. 

CO 6: Evaluating the concept of Political Development and Social Change Role of Tradition and 

Modernity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S.V.K.P & Dr. K.S. RAJU ARTS SCIENCE COLLEGE (A), PENUGONDA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (U.G) 

COURSE OUTCOMES  

B. Com (General) 

COURSE OUTCOMES (COs): 

SEMESTER-I (for 2020-21 admitted batch) 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT (ED) (Life Skill Course) 

1. Understand the concept of Entrepreneurship, its applications and scope.  

2. Know various types of financial institutions that help the business at Central, State and 

Local Level  

3. Understand Central and State Government policies, Aware of various tax incentives, 

concessions  

4. Applies the knowledge for generating a broad idea for a starting an enterprise/start up   

5. Understand the content for preparing a Project Report for a start up and differentiate 

between financial, technical analysis and business feasibility. 

 

FUNDAMENTALS OF ACCOUNTING: 

1. On successful completion of this course, the student should be well versed in the 

fundamental concepts of Auditing. 

2. On successful completion of this course the student are enabled with the Knowledge in 

the practical applications of accounting. 

3. Identify transactions and events that need to be recorded in the books of accounts.  

4. Equip with the knowledge of accounting process and preparation of final accounts of 

sole trader.  

5. Develop the skill of recording financial transactions and preparation of reports in 

accordance with GAAP.  

6. Analyze the difference between cash book and pass book in terms of balance and make 

reconciliation.  

7. Critically examine the balance sheets of a sole trader for different accounting periods.  

8. Design new accounting formulas & principles for business organisations. 

 

 

 

 

 



BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT: 

1. On successful completion of this subject the students acquire the knowledge about the 

various types of business organizations, office management and related. 

2. Students are able to know how to start a business unit, stages in incorporation of a Joint 

Stock Company. 

3. Students will have good knowledge about management process and financial 

management. 

4. Understand different forms of business organizations.  

5. Comprehend the nature of Joint Stock Company and formalities to promote a Company.  

6. Describe the Social Responsibility of Business towards the society.  

7. Critically examine the various organizations of the business firms and judge the best 

among them.  

8. How to design and plan to register a business firm.  

9. Prepare different documents to register a company at his own. 

10. Articulate new models of business organizations. 

 

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT: 

1. The students will be able to understand the concept of business environment its 

meaning, scope and importance. 

2. Discuss the need for development of Human Resource in any organisation  

3. Analyse organisational environment with regard to HRM. 

4. Evaluate strategies used in managing human resources in an organisation. 

5. Understand the concept of business environment. 

6. Define Internal and External elements affecting business environment. 

7. Explain the economic trends and its effect on Government policies. 

8. Critically examine the recent developments in economic and business policies of the 

Government.  

9. Evaluate and judge the best business policies in Indian business environment.  

10. Develop the new ideas for creating good business environment. 

 

SEMESTER-II (for 2020-21 admitted batch) 

 

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING: (Skill Development Course) 

1. Know the kinds of agricultural products and their movement  

2. Understand the types, structure and functioning of agricultural marketing system  

3. Comprehend related skills and apply them in sample situations  

4. Extend this knowledge and skills to their production/consumption environment. 



 

ADVERTISING: (Skill Development Course) 

1. Understand the field of Advertising  

2. Comprehend opportunities and challenges in Advertising sector  

3. Prepare a primary advertising model  

4. Understand applying of related skills  

5. Examine the scope for making advertising a future career 

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: 

1. To enable the students to learn the basic concepts of Partnership Accounting, and allied 

aspects of accounting.  

2. After the successful completion of the course the student should have a thorough 

knowledge on the accounting practice prevailing in partnership firms and other allied 

aspects.  

3. Understand the concept of consignment and learn the accounting treatment of the 

various aspects of consignment.  

4. Analyze the accounting process and preparation of accounts in consignment and joint 

venture.  

5. Distinguish Joint Venture and Partnership and to learn the methods of maintaining 

records under Joint Venture. Determine the useful life and value of the depreciable 

assets and maintenance of Reserves in business entities.  

6. Design an accounting system for different models of businesses at his own using the 

principles of existing accounting system. 

BUSINESS ECONOMICS: 

1. After successful completion of this subject the students are enabling with the knowledge 

of the Business Economics and its importance in decision making in business. 

2. On successful completion of this course the students are enable to understand the 

concept of Demand Analysis, Elasticity of Demand and Break Even Point. 

3. After completion of the course the student will have the knowledge about product 

pricing based on output determination under perfect competition and monopoly. 

4. To enable the students to understand the concept of Recent Economic Reforms in India. 

5. Describe the nature of economics in dealing with the issues of scarcity of resources.  

6. Analyze supply and demand analysis and its impact on consumer behaviour.  

7. Evaluate the factors, such as production and costs affecting firm’s behaviour.  

8. Recognize market failure and the role of government in dealing with those failures.  

9. Use economic analysis to evaluate controversial issues and policies.  

10. Apply economic models for managerial problems, identify their relationships, and 

formulate the decision making tools to be applied for business. 

 



BANKING THEORY AND PRACTICE: 

1. By the end of the course, students will be able to  

2. Recollect history of banking and development of Indian banking system  

3. Analyse origin, framework, features, and functions of Reserve Bank of India  

4. Evaluate the evolution, initiatives, opportunities, services, security issues, merits, and 

demerits of e-banking sector  

5. Differentiate between savings and current account  

6. Assess the nature, components, and types of endorsements, banker’s duty, customer 

grievance, and Banking Ombudsman. 

7. Understand the basic concepts of banks and functions of commercial banks.  

8. Demonstrate an awareness of law and practice in a banking context.  

9. Engage in critical analysis of the practice of banking law.  

10. Organize information as it relates to the regulation of banking products and services.  

11. Critically examine the current scenario of Indian Banking system.  

12. Formulate the procedure for better service to the customers from various banking 

innovations. 

 

Semester-III (for 2020-21 admitted batch) 

ONLINE BUSINESS: (SKILL DEVELOPMENT COURSE) 

1. Understand the online business and its advantages and disadvantages.  

2. Recognize new channels of marketing, their scope and steps involved.  

3. Analyze the procurement, payment process, security and shipping in online business.  

4. Create new marketing tools for online business.  

5. Define search engine, payment gateways and SEO techniques. 

FINANCIAL MARKETS: (SKILL DEVELOPMENT COURSE) 

1. Acquire knowledge of financial terms.  

2. Know the concepts relating to and markets and different avenues of investment.  

3. Understand the career skills related to Stock Exchanges.  

4. Comprehend the personal financial planning and money market skills. 

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING: 

1. Understand the concept of Non-profit organisations and its accounting process.   

2. Comprehend the concept of single-entry system and preparation of statement of affairs.  

3. Familiarize with the legal formalities at the time of dissolution of the firm.  

4. Prepare financial statements for partnership firm on dissolution of the firm.  

5. Employ critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of 

the firm and dissolution of partnership. 

 



BUSINESS STATISTICS: 

1. Understand the importance of Statistics in real life.  

2. Formulate complete, concise, and correct mathematical proofs.  

3. Frame problems using multiple mathematical and statistical tools, measuring 

relationships by using standard techniques.  

4. Build and assess data-based models.  

5. Learn and apply the statistical tools in day life.  

6. Create quantitative models to solve real world problems in appropriate contexts. 

 

MARKETING: 

1. Develop an idea about marketing and marketing environment.  

2. Understand the consumer behaviour and market segmentation process.  

3. Comprehend the product life cycle and product line decisions. Know the process of 

packaging and labelling to attract the customers.  

4. Formulate new marketing strategies for a specific new product.  

5. Develop new product line and sales promotion techniques for a given product.   

6. Design and develop new advertisements to given products. 

 

SEMESTER – IV (for 2020-21 admitted batch) 

CORPORATE ACCOUNTING: 

1. Understand the Accounting treatment of Share Capital and aware of process of book 

building. Demonstrate the procedure for issue of bonus shares and buyback of shares.  

2. Comprehend the important provisions of Companies Act, 2013 and prepare final 

accounts of a company with Adjustments.  

3. Participate in the preparation of consolidated accounts for a corporate group.  

4. Understand analysis of complex issues, formulation of well-reasoned arguments and 

reaching better conclusions.  

5. Communicate accounting policy choices with reference to relevant laws and accounting 

standards. 

 

COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING: 

1. Understand the Accounting treatment of Share Capital and aware of process of book 

building.  

2. Demonstrate the procedure for issue of bonus shares and buyback of shares.  

3. Comprehend the important provisions of Companies Act, 2013 and prepare final 

accounts of a company with Adjustments.  

4. Participate in the preparation of consolidated accounts for a corporate group.  



5. Understand analysis of complex issues, formulation of well-reasoned arguments and 

reaching better conclusions.  

6. Communicate accounting policy choices with reference to relevant laws and accounting 

standards. 

 

INCOME TAX: 

1. Acquire the complete knowledge of the tax evasion, tax avoidance and tax planning.  

2. Understand the provisions and compute income tax for various sources.  

3. Grasp amendments made from time to time in Finance Act.  

4. Compute total income and define tax complicacies and structure.  

5. Prepare and File IT returns of individual at his own. 

 

BUSINESS LAW: 

1. Understand the legal environment of business and laws of business.  

2. Highlight the security aspects in the present cyber-crime scenario.  

3. Apply basic legal knowledge to business transactions.  

4. Understand the various provisions of Company Law.  

5. Engage critical thinking to predict outcomes and recommend appropriate action on 

issues relating to business associations and legal issues.  

6. Integrate concept of business law with foreign trade. 

 

AUDITING: 

1. Understanding the meaning and necessity of audit in modern era.  

2. Comprehend the role of auditor in avoiding the corporate frauds.  

3. Identify the steps involved in performing audit process.  

4. Determine the appropriate audit report for a given audit situation.  

5. Apply auditing practices to different types of business entities.  

6. Plan an audit by considering concepts of evidence, risk and materiality. 

 

GOODS AND SERVICE TAX: 

1. Understand the basic principles underlying the Indirect Taxation Statutes.  

2. Examine the method of tax credit. Input and Output Tax credit and Cross Utilisation of 

Input Tax Credit.  

3. Identify and analyze the procedural aspects under different applicable statutes related to 

GST.  

4. Compute the assessable value of transactions related to goods and services for levy and 

determination of duty liability.  

5. Develop various GST Returns and reports for business transactions in Tally. 

6.  

 



SEMESTER-V (for 2019-20 admitted batch) 

BUSINESS LEADERSHIP: 

1. After completion of this course the students get the knowledge about leadership, 

Decision-Making. 

2. The students will able to understand the Profiles of Inspirational Leaders in Business. 

 

COST ACCOUNTING: 

1. After completion of the course the students get the Knowledge of Basic cost concepts, 

element of cost & Preparation of Cost Sheet.  

2. To enable the students to provide basic knowledge of important Methods & Techniques 

of costing. 

3. Understand nature, scope, and principles of Costing Accounting, Financial Accounting, 

and Management Accounting  

4. Prepare cost sheets and calculate reconciliation of Cost and Financial Accounts  

5. Analyse Material Control, Purchase of Materials, and Stock Level Maintenance  

6. Differentiate between Direct Labour and Indirect Labour  

7. Evaluate Overheads costing, prepare distribution statement, and compute machine hour 

rate 

 

GOODS AND SERVICE TAX FUNDAMENTALS: 

By the end of the course, students will be able to  

1. Understand various changes, challenges, and trends in Business Taxation Assessment 

and Planning  

2. Assess the constitution of GST Council, rate structure, and out coming penalty 

provisions for non-compliance of GST  

3. Identify procedures involved in GST calculation 

 

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY: 

1. After successful completion of this course the student will have the knowledge of 

Geographical conditions of India. 

2. The students will understand the practical problems in Indian Agriculture and effects of 

Environmental Pollution and Global Warming. 

 

 

 



COMMERCIAL BANKING: 

By the end of the course, students will be able to 

1. Get the knowledge about functions and types of Commercial Banks. 

2. Evaluate the functions and Reserve Bank of India. 

 

RURAL AND FARM CREDIT: 

By the end of the course, students will be able to 

1. Get the knowledge about the Rural Agriculture. 

2. Understand the need and importance of Farm Credit. 

 

PROJECT WORK: 

1. During this course the students will do practical work on Rural Credit, Banking 

Operations and Credit Appraisal. 

 

SEMESTER-VI (for 2019-20 admitted batch) 

TALLY: 

2. After successfully qualifying practical examination.  

3. Student will do by their own create company, enter accounting voucher entries 

including advance voucher entries.  

4. Students do possess required skill and can also be employed as Tally data entry 

operator. 

 

MARKETING:  

By the end of the course, students will be able to  

1. Recollect orientation, functions, and types of marketing  

2. Analyse market segmentation and consumer buying decision process  

3. Evaluate marketing mix, product policy, and stages in new product development  

4. Access channels of distribution, communication mix, basics of advertising, and sales 

promotion Research recent trends in marketing (e.g., e-marketing, online retailing, 

shopping malls), consumerisation, consumer rights, and consumer grievance forums 

 

 



AUDITING: 

After completion of this course the students will be able to: 

1. Differentiate between Auditing and Accounting, in terms of objectives, scope, content, 

and classification  

2. Analyse trading transactions, vouching of cash receipts and payments, valuation of 

assets and liabilities  

3. Compare different types of Statutory, Concurrent, Stock Audit, Cost Audit, Secretarial 

Audit, and CAG Audit  

4. Evaluate qualifications, appointment, duties, powers, removal or resignation, and 

remuneration of auditors  

5. Assess recent trends in auditing e.g., EDP Audit, computerisation of auditing, and 

online auditing 

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING: 

By the end of the course, students will be able to: 

1. Identify appropriate management techniques  

2. Acquire skills, abilities, and tools needed to obtain a job in an organisation  

3. Determine the most effective action to be taken in specific situations  

4. Analyse organisational case situations in different functions of the management  

5. Evaluate approaches to address issues of diversity 

FINANCIAL SERVICES: 

By the end of the course, students will be able to:  

1. Recollect financial services in practice  

2. Understand the role of players in financial sectors  

3. Highlight the role of merchant bankers  

4. Examine risks and returns from financial products present in financial systems 

MARKETING OF FINANCIAL SERVICES: 

By the end of the course, students will be able to: 

1. Recollect financial services in Marketing 

2. Understand the role of Market in financial sectors  

 

PROJECT WORK: 

1. During this course the students will do practical work on Financial Services Firms on 

Documentation for sanction of Loans and Financial Services. 

 



S.V.K.P & Dr. K.S. RAJU ARTS SCIENCE COLLEGE (A), PENUGONDA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (U.G) 

COURSE OUTCOMES  

B.COM (COMPUTER APPLICATIONS) 

For the Academic Year 2021-22 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES: (COs) 

SEMESTER-I (for 2020-21 admitted batch) 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT (ED) (Life Skill Course) 

6. Understand the concept of Entrepreneurship, its applications and scope.  

7. Know various types of financial institutions that help the business at Central, State and 

Local Level  

8. Understand Central and State Government policies, Aware of various tax incentives, 

concessions  

9. Applies the knowledge for generating a broad idea for a starting an enterprise/start up   

10. Understand the content for preparing a Project Report for a start up and differentiate 

between financial, technical analysis and business feasibility. 

 

FUNDAMENTALS OF ACCOUNTING: 

9. On successful completion of this course, the student should be well versed in the 

fundamental concepts of Auditing. 

10. On successful completion of this course the student are enabled with the Knowledge in 

the practical applications of accounting. 

11. Identify transactions and events that need to be recorded in the books of accounts.  

12. Equip with the knowledge of accounting process and preparation of final accounts of 

sole trader.  

13. Develop the skill of recording financial transactions and preparation of reports in 

accordance with GAAP.  

14. Analyze the difference between cash book and pass book in terms of balance and make 

reconciliation.  

15. Critically examine the balance sheets of a sole trader for different accounting periods.  

16. Design new accounting formulas & principles for business organisations. 

 



BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT: 

11. On successful completion of this subject the students acquire the knowledge about the 

various types of business organizations, office management and related. 

12. Students are able to know how to start a business unit, stages in incorporation of a Joint 

Stock Company. 

13. Students will have good knowledge about management process and financial 

management. 

14. Understand different forms of business organizations.  

15. Comprehend the nature of Joint Stock Company and formalities to promote a Company.  

16. Describe the Social Responsibility of Business towards the society.  

17. Critically examine the various organizations of the business firms and judge the best 

among them.  

18. How to design and plan to register a business firm.  

19. Prepare different documents to register a company at his own. 

20. Articulate new models of business organizations. 

 

SEMESTER-II (for 2020-21 admitted batch) 

 

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING: (Skill Development Course) 

5. Know the kinds of agricultural products and their movement  

6. Understand the types, structure and functioning of agricultural marketing system  

7. Comprehend related skills and apply them in sample situations  

8. Extend this knowledge and skills to their production/consumption environment. 

 

ADVERTISING: (Skill Development Course) 

6. Understand the field of Advertising  

7. Comprehend opportunities and challenges in Advertising sector  

8. Prepare a primary advertising model  

9. Understand applying of related skills  

10. Examine the scope for making advertising a future career 

 

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: 

7. To enable the students to learn the basic concepts of Partnership Accounting, and allied 

aspects of accounting.  



8. After the successful completion of the course the student should have a thorough 

knowledge on the accounting practice prevailing in partnership firms and other allied 

aspects.  

9. Understand the concept of consignment and learn the accounting treatment of the 

various aspects of consignment.  

10. Analyze the accounting process and preparation of accounts in consignment and joint 

venture.  

11. Distinguish Joint Venture and Partnership and to learn the methods of maintaining 

records under Joint Venture. Determine the useful life and value of the depreciable 

assets and maintenance of Reserves in business entities.  

12. Design an accounting system for different models of businesses at his own using the 

principles of existing accounting system. 

 

BUSINESS ECONOMICS: 

11. After successful completion of this subject the students are enabling with the knowledge 

of the Business Economics and its importance in decision making in business. 

12. On successful completion of this course the students are enable to understand the 

concept of Demand Analysis, Elasticity of Demand and Break Even Point. 

13. After completion of the course the student will have the knowledge about product 

pricing based on output determination under perfect competition and monopoly. 

14. To enable the students to understand the concept of Recent Economic Reforms in India. 

15. Describe the nature of economics in dealing with the issues of scarcity of resources.  

16. Analyze supply and demand analysis and its impact on consumer behaviour.  

17. Evaluate the factors, such as production and costs affecting firm’s behaviour.  

18. Recognize market failure and the role of government in dealing with those failures.  

19. Use economic analysis to evaluate controversial issues and policies.  

20. Apply economic models for managerial problems, identify their relationships, and 

formulate the decision making tools to be applied for business. 

 

Semester-III (for 2020-21 admitted batch) 

ONLINE BUSINESS: (Skill Development Course) 

6. Understand the online business and its advantages and disadvantages.  

7. Recognize new channels of marketing, their scope and steps involved.  

8. Analyze the procurement, payment process, security and shipping in online business.  

9. Create new marketing tools for online business.  

10. Define search engine, payment gateways and SEO techniques. 

 



FINANCIAL MARKETS: (Skill Development Course) 

5. Acquire knowledge of financial terms.  

6. Know the concepts relating to and markets and different avenues of investment.  

7. Understand the career skills related to Stock Exchanges.  

8. Comprehend the personal financial planning and money market skills. 

 

ADVANCED ACCOUNTING: 

6. Understand the concept of Non-profit organisations and its accounting process.   

7. Comprehend the concept of single-entry system and preparation of statement of affairs.  

8. Familiarize with the legal formalities at the time of dissolution of the firm.  

9. Prepare financial statements for partnership firm on dissolution of the firm.  

10. Employ critical thinking skills to understand the difference between the dissolution of 

the firm and dissolution of partnership. 

 

BUSINESS STATISTICS: 

7. Understand the importance of Statistics in real life.  

8. Formulate complete, concise, and correct mathematical proofs.  

9. Frame problems using multiple mathematical and statistical tools, measuring 

relationships by using standard techniques.  

10. Build and assess data-based models.  

11. Learn and apply the statistical tools in day life.  

12. Create quantitative models to solve real world problems in appropriate contexts. 

 

SEMESTER – IV (for 2020-21 admitted batch) 

 

CORPORATE ACCOUNTING: 

6. Understand the Accounting treatment of Share Capital and aware of process of book 

building. Demonstrate the procedure for issue of bonus shares and buyback of shares.  

7. Comprehend the important provisions of Companies Act, 2013 and prepare final 

accounts of a company with Adjustments.  

8. Participate in the preparation of consolidated accounts for a corporate group.  

9. Understand analysis of complex issues, formulation of well-reasoned arguments and 

reaching better conclusions.  

10. Communicate accounting policy choices with reference to relevant laws and accounting 

standards. 



 

COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING: 

7. Understand the Accounting treatment of Share Capital and aware of process of book 

building.  

8. Demonstrate the procedure for issue of bonus shares and buyback of shares.  

9. Comprehend the important provisions of Companies Act, 2013 and prepare final 

accounts of a company with Adjustments.  

10. Participate in the preparation of consolidated accounts for a corporate group.  

11. Understand analysis of complex issues, formulation of well-reasoned arguments and 

reaching better conclusions.  

12. Communicate accounting policy choices with reference to relevant laws and accounting 

standards. 

 

INCOME TAX: 

6. Acquire the complete knowledge of the tax evasion, tax avoidance and tax planning.  

7. Understand the provisions and compute income tax for various sources.  

8. Grasp amendments made from time to time in Finance Act.  

9. Compute total income and define tax complicacies and structure.  

10. Prepare and File IT returns of individual at his own. 

 

BUSINESS LAWS: 

7. Understand the legal environment of business and laws of business.  

8. Highlight the security aspects in the present cyber-crime scenario.  

9. Apply basic legal knowledge to business transactions.  

10. Understand the various provisions of Company Law.  

11. Engage critical thinking to predict outcomes and recommend appropriate action on 

issues relating to business associations and legal issues.  

12. Integrate concept of business law with foreign trade. 

 

AUDITING: 

7. Understanding the meaning and necessity of audit in modern era.  

8. Comprehend the role of auditor in avoiding the corporate frauds.  

9. Identify the steps involved in performing audit process.  

10. Determine the appropriate audit report for a given audit situation.  

11. Apply auditing practices to different types of business entities.  

12. Plan an audit by considering concepts of evidence, risk and materiality. 

 

 

 

 



SEMESTER-V (for 2019-20 admitted batch) 

BUSINESS LEADERSHIP: 

3. After completion of this course the students get the knowledge about leadership, 

Decision-Making. 

4. The students will able to understand the Profiles of Inspirational Leaders in Business. 

 

COST ACCOUNTING: 

8. After completion of the course the students get the Knowledge of Basic cost concepts, 

element of cost & Preparation of Cost Sheet.  

9. To enable the students to provide basic knowledge of important Methods & Techniques 

of costing. 

10. Understand nature, scope, and principles of Costing Accounting, Financial Accounting, 

and Management Accounting  

11. Prepare cost sheets and calculate reconciliation of Cost and Financial Accounts  

12. Analyse Material Control, Purchase of Materials, and Stock Level Maintenance  

13. Differentiate between Direct Labour and Indirect Labour  

14. Evaluate Overheads costing, prepare distribution statement, and compute machine hour 

rate 

 

TAXATION: 

By the end of the course, students will be able to  

4. Understand various changes, challenges, and trends in Business Taxation Assessment 

and Planning  

5. Assess the constitution of GST Council, rate structure, and out coming penalty 

provisions for non-compliance of GST  

6. Identify procedures involved in GST calculation 

 

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY: 

3. After successful completion of this course the student will have the knowledge of 

Geographical conditions of India. 

4. The students will understand the practical problems in Indian Agriculture and effects of 

Environmental Pollution and Global Warming. 

 

 

 



BANKING THEORY AND PRACTICE: 

By the end of the course, students will be able to  

1. Recollect history of banking and development of Indian banking system  

2. Analyse origin, framework, features, and functions of Reserve Bank of India  

3. Evaluate the evolution, initiatives, opportunities, services, security issues, merits, and 

demerits of e-banking sector  

4. Differentiate between savings and current account  

5. Assess the nature, components, and types of endorsements, banker’s duty, customer 

grievance, and Banking Ombudsman 

 

SEMESTER-VI (for 2020-21 admitted batch) 

EVENT MANAGEMENT: 

1. After successfully qualifying practical examination.  

2. Student will do by their own create company, enter accounting voucher entries 

including advance voucher entries.  

3. Students do possess required skill and can also be employed as Tally data entry 

operator. 

 

MARKETING:  

By the end of the course, students will be able to  

5. Recollect orientation, functions, and types of marketing  

6. Analyse market segmentation and consumer buying decision process  

7. Evaluate marketing mix, product policy, and stages in new product development  

8. Access channels of distribution, communication mix, basics of advertising, and sales 

promotion Research recent trends in marketing (e.g., e-marketing, online retailing, 

shopping malls), consumerisation, consumer rights, and consumer grievance forums 

 

AUDITING: 

After completion of this course the students will be able to: 

6. Differentiate between Auditing and Accounting, in terms of objectives, scope, content, 

and classification  

7. Analyse trading transactions, vouching of cash receipts and payments, valuation of 

assets and liabilities  



8. Compare different types of Statutory, Concurrent, Stock Audit, Cost Audit, Secretarial 

Audit, and CAG Audit  

9. Evaluate qualifications, appointment, duties, powers, removal or resignation, and 

remuneration of auditors  

10. Assess recent trends in auditing e.g., EDP Audit, computerisation of auditing, and 

online auditing 

 

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING: 

By the end of the course, students will be able to: 

6. Identify appropriate management techniques  

7. Acquire skills, abilities, and tools needed to obtain a job in an organisation  

8. Determine the most effective action to be taken in specific situations  

9. Analyse organisational case situations in different functions of the management  

10. Evaluate approaches to address issues of diversity. 

 

Tally with GST Applications: 

By the end of the course, students will be able to  

1. Understand various changes, challenges, and trends in Business Taxation Assessment 

and Planning  

2. Assess the constitution of GST Council, rate structure, and out coming penalty 

provisions for non-compliance of GST  

3. Identify procedures involved in GST calculation 

 

Project Work: 

1. During this course the students will do practical work on Tally with GST Applications. 
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     DEPARTMENT OF MCA  

     COURSE  OUTCOMES 

I SEMESTER: 

20MCAT101 DISCRETE MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURES 

C101.1 Understand about introduction of discrete mathematical structures. 

C101.2 Understand the Counting Techniques and Recurrence relations. 

C101.3 Understand about in detail about Graphs and Trees. 

C101.4 Understand about Boolean Algebra and Models of Computation. 

 

20MCAT102 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANCY 

C102.1 Understand the basic concept of Principles Of Accounting and Final Accounts. 

C102.2 Understand about in detail about Ratio Analysis. 

C102.3 
Understand about the concepts of Costing, Budget and Budgetary Control, 

Marginal Costing. 

C102.4 Understanding the Introduction To Computerized Accounting System. 

 

20MCAT103 C PROGRAMMING AND DATA STRUCTURES 

C103.1 Understand the Fundamentals and Basic concepts of C Programming. 

C103.2 Understand about in detail about Arrays, Functions and Pointers. 

C103.3 Understand the concepts of Derived Data Types and Data Structures. 

C103.4 Understand the concepts of Linked Lists, Trees, Graphs, Searching and Sorting. 

 

 

 

 



20MCAT104 COMPUTER ORGANIZATION 

 

C104.1 Understand the basics of Digital Logic Circuits and Digital Components. 

C104.2 
Understand about the Concepts of Data Representation, Register Transfer and 

Micro Operations. 

C104.3 
Understand the concept of Basic Computer Organization and Design and 

Central Processing Unit. 

C104.4 
Understand about the concept of Input /Output Organization and Memory 

Organization. 

 

20MCAT105 OPERATING SYSTEMS 

C105.1 
Understand the concept of Introduction to Operating Systems and Process 

Management. 

C105.2 Understand about Process Synchronization and Deadlocks in detail. 

C105.3 
Understand about the concept of Memory Management, File System 

Implementation, Mass-storage structure. 

C105.4 Understand the concept of Protection and Case Study. 

 

20MCAT106 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS 

 

C106.1 

Understand about the Asymptotic Notations, Mathematical Analysis of Non- 

recursive and recursive Algorithms and 

Selection Sort and Bubble sort, Sequential Search and Exhaustive Search. 

C106.2 
Understand about the Divide-and-Conquer technique, Decrease-and- 

Conquer and Transform-and-Conquer techniques. 

C106.3 
Understand the Optimal Binary Search Trees, The Knapsack Problem 

Prim’s Algorithm, Kruskal’s Algorithm, Dijkstra’s Algorithm. 

 

C106.4 

Understand about the Decision Trees, P, NP and NP- complete problems, 

Backtracking, Branch-and-Bound, Approximation Algorithms for NP-hard 

Problems. 

 

20MCAP107 C PROGRAMMING AND DATA STRUCTURES LAB 

 

C107.1 Able to write code for different types of programs using C Programming. 

C107.2 Able to write code programs of Data Structures. 

C107.3 The students are able to write/code and own programs using C Programming. 

 



20MCAP108 OPERATING SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER ORGANIZATION 

LAB 

 

C108.1 
The students able to write code in UNIX operating system using some basic 

commands. 

C108.2 The students able to write code some basic programs using Shell Programming. 

C108.3 
The students are able to write/code different types of algorithms using 

C/C++/JAVA. 

C108.4 The students able to do Digital Logic Design Experiments 

C108.5 The students able to write 8085/86AssemblyLanguage Programs 

 

 

20MCAT110 BRIDGE COURSE (FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTERS) (For General 

B.Sc/B.A./B.Com Students) 

 

 
C110.1 

Explain the concept of input and output devices of Computers and how it works 

and recognize the basic terminology used in computer programming 

C110.2 
Able to develop techniques of writing algorithms pseudo codes and logic 

C110.3 
Summarize the concepts of Operating Systems 

C110.4 Recognize the Computer networks, types of networks and topologies, network 

devices and get introduction to internet and email. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



20MCAP111 BRIDGE COURSE LAB (FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTERS LAB) (For General 

B.Sc/B.A./B.Com Students) 

 

C111.1 Understand about the internal parts of a computer, peripherals, I/O ports, 

connecting cables 

C111.2 
Able to install Operating System, able to write basic command line interface 

commands on MSDOS 

C111.3 
Know about Internet, Browsing, Email 

C111.4 Able to work on Office Tools such as Word processors, Spreadsheets and 

Presentation tools 

C111.5 Able to Write Algorithms, Flow Charts for simple programs in C 

 

 

II SEMESTER: 

 

20MCAT201 COMPUTER NETWORKS 

 

C201.1 Understand the basics of computer networks and Data Communication. 

C201.2 Understand about Data Link Layer, IEEE Standards, design issues in networks. 

C201.3 Understand Internet Transport Protocols and different types of protocols. 

C201.4 Overview of various types of Network Devices and different types of Networks 

 

20MCAT202 Object Oriented Programming through JAVA 

 

C202.1 Understand Introduction to OOP and concept of Inheritance. 

C202.2 
Understand about Interfaces, Packages and Enumeration, Exceptions & 
Assertions. 

C202.3 Understand about MultiThreading and Applets. 

C202.4 Understand the concept of Event Handling and Abstract Window Toolkit. 



20MCAT203 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

C203.1 
Able to understand the Introduction of Database System, Data Modeling 

Using the Entity-Relationship Model 

 
C203.2 

Able to understand Relational Data Model and Relational Database 

Constraints, Relational Algebra and Relational Calculus, Schema Definition, 

Basic Constraints and Queries 

C203.3 
Able to understand Relational Database Design, Indexing Structures for 

files 

C203.4 
Able to understand Transaction Processing, Concurrency Control 

Techniques 

 

 20MCAT204 FORMAL LANGUAGES & AUTOMATA THEORY 

 

C204.1 
Understand the concept of Finite Automata and Regular Expressions, Regular 
sets &Regular Grammars. 

C204.2 
Understand the concept of Context Free Grammars and Languages, Push down 
Automata 

C204.3 
Understand about Turing Machines, Universal Turing Machines and 
Undecidability in detail. 

C204.4 
Understand the concept of The Propositional calculus and The Predicate 
calculus. 

 

20MCAT205 DATA MINING CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES 

 

C205.1 
Able to understand about the overview of Data Warehouse Basic Concepts, Data 

Warehouse Modelling, Pre-processing 

 
C205.2 

Able to understand about the Introduction to Data Mining , Basic Statistical 

Descriptions of Data, Data Visualization, Measuring data Similarity and 

Dissimilarity 

 
C205.3 

Able to understand about the Concept Description, Generalization by AOI , 
Mining Frequent Patterns, Associations and Correlations, Mining Frequent Item 

set 

C205.4 
Able to understand about the Basic Concepts of Classification ,Different 

Methods of Classification 

 

 



20MCAT206 INTERNET OF THINGS (Elective-I) 

C206.1 
Able to understand about the Introduction to Internet of Things, IoT Enabling 

Technologies, IoT Levels & Deployment Templates Domain Specific IoTs 

C206.2 Able to understand about the IOT & M2M, SNMP 

C206.3 Able to understand about the IoT Platforms Design Methodology 

C206.4 Able to understand about the IoT Physical Devices & Endpoints 

 

20MCAP207 Object Oriented Programming through JAVA Lab 

C207.1 Students can able to write programs in Java using OOP. 

C207.2 Students can able to code programs related to real life scenario. 

C207.3 
Students can able to code programs in Java using Inheritance and using 
Adapter classes. 

 

20MCAP208 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LAB 

 

C208.1 Able to write SQL queries using DDL, DML, DCL commands 

C208.2 Able to write SQL queries on aggregate and conversion functions 

C208.3 Able to write PL/SQL programs on exception handling, control structures 

C208.4 Able to write PL/SQL programs on cursors, procedures, triggers. 

 

20MCAP209 SKILL DEVELOPMENT COURSE WITH PYTHON 

 

C209.1 Able to understand the basics of Python Programming language 

C209.2 Able to use various functions and methods of Python Programming 

C209.3 Able to comprehend Multithread Programming and GUI Programming 

C209.4 Able to understand Web Programming and Database Programming 

 

 

 

 



 

III SEMESTER: 

20MCAT301 INFORMATION SECURITY AND CRYPTOGRAPHY: 
 
 

C301.1 
Able to understand the security approaches and techniques, Introduction to 
number theory 

C301.2 Able to Symmetric key and Asymmetric key cryptographic algorithms 

C301.3 Able to understand the User Authentication Mechanisms ,System security 

C301.4 Able to understand the Internet Security Protocols and Network Security 

 

20MCAT302 BIG DATA ANALYTICS 

 

 

C302.1 Understand about introduction to Big Data and Hadoop 

C302.2 Understand about Real Time Analytics, Map Reduce Programming 

C302.3 
Understand about Streaming in Spark, Machine Learning, Map Reduce Advanced 

Programming 

C302.4 
Understand about Graph Representation in Map Reduce, Graph Analytics in Spark, 

Programming with RDDs-Basics, Spark SQL overview 

 

20MCAT303 OBJECT ORIENTED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 

 

C303.1 
Able to understand about the Introduction to Object Oriented Software 

Engineering, Object Orientation, Requirements Engineering 

C303.2 
Able to understand about the Unified Modeling Language & Use Case Modeling, 

Class Design and Class Diagrams 

C303.3 Able to understand about the Software Design and Architecture, Design Patterns 

C303.4 
Able to understand about the Software Testing, Software Project Management, 

Software Process Models 

20MCAT304 WEB TECHNOLOGIES 

20MCAT305 BLOCK CHAIN TECHNOLOGY(ELECTIVE II) 

C304.1 
Understand the concept of Networking Protocols and OSI Model, 
Internetworking Concepts, Devices, Basics, History and Architecture. 

C304.2 Understand about TCP/IP and Electronic commerce in detail. 

C304.3 Understand about the concept of Web Technology and types of Web Pages. 

C304.4 
Understand the concept of Middleware and Component-based E-commerce 
Architectures, EDI, XML and WAP. 



 

 

C305.1 Understand about introduction to Block Chain, Basic Distributed System Concepts 

C305.2 Understand about Cryptography in Blockchain, Cryptography algorithms 

C305.3 Understand about Bitcoin-Cryptography, Hyperledger Fabric 

C305.4 
Understand about Use cases of Blockchain, Financial Service, healthcare, energy 

markets, media, Cyber Crime, e-Governance, Tax payments, land registry trcords and 
blockchain in IoT 

 
20MCAT305 CLOUD COMPUTING (ELECTIVE-II) 

 

 

 

C305.1 
Able to understand about the Cloud Computing basics, Intranet and Cloud, 

Services and Business Applications, Salesforce.com,Organization and Cloud 

Computing 

 

C305.2 
Able to understand about the Hardware and Infrastructure , Overview of 

Software as a Service, Overview of Industries Software plus Services, Mobile 

device Integration 

C305.3 
Able to understand about Developing the Applications like Google, Microsoft, 
Intuit QuickBase, Local Clients and thin clients 

C305.4 Able to understand about the Migrating the Cloud, Cloud Services 

 

20MCAT305 MACHINE LEARNING AND DEEP LEARNING  (ELECTIVE-II) 

C305.1 Able to understand the basic concepts and techniques of Machine Learning 

C305.2 Able to understand Decision Tree learning, Artificial Neural Networks 

C305.3 Able to understand Bayesian learning, Instance-Based Learning 

C305.4 Able to understand Genetic Algorithms, Learning Sets of Rules 

 

20MCAT306: BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND VISUALIZATION (ELECTIVE-III) 
 

 

C306.1 Able to understand about the Business intelligence, architecture, analysis, ethics 

C306.2 Able to understand about the Knowledge discovery, Geographic Visualization 

C306.3 
Able to understand about the Efficiency measures, identification of good operating 
practices, Pattern matching 

C306.4 
Able to understand about the Business intelligence applications, Future of business 

intelligence 

 



 

20MCAT306 ROBOTICS(ELECTIVE III) 
 

C306.1 Able to understand the basic of control systems and components 

C306.2 
Able to understand robot end effectors its Types, Tools as End Effectors, 

Gripper Selection and Design Forward and Inverse Kinematics 

C306.3 
Able to understand machine vision, Sensor Characteristics, Image processing 

and Analysis, Robotic Applications 

C306.4 
Able to understand robot programming, Motion Commands, program Control 

and Subroutines. Programming methods and Branching. 

 

 

20MCAT306 FOUNDATIONS OF DATA SCIENCE(ELECTIVE III) 
 

 

C306.1 
Understand about Key concepts in data science, including tools, approaches, and 

application scenarios 

C306.2 Understand about Topics in data collection, sampling, quality assessment and repair 

C306.3 Understand about Topics in statistical analysis and machine learning 

C306.4 
Understand about State-of-the-art tools to build data-science applications for different 

types of data, including text and CSV data 

 
 

20MCAP307 WEB TECHNOLOGIES AND OBJECT ORIENTED SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING LAB 

 

 

C307.1 
Students can able to create Web pages using HTML/DHTML and using 
CSS in it. 

 

C307.2 
Students can able to write Java Script Programs to demonstrate the 
working of conditional, looping statements, arrays, functions, event 
handling, validation controls. 

 

C307.3 
Students can able to develop simple applications like client server 
programming using Java Script, Servlets, ASP, JSP and a web 
application with database connectivity. 

20MCAP308 BIG DATA ANALYTICS LAB 
 

 

C308.1 Able to implement data structures, generic types 

C308.2 Able to setup and install Hadoop 

C308.3 Able to implement file management tasks and programs in Hadoop 

 



 
20MCAP309 INNOVATION, ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INTELLECTUAL 

PROPERTY RIGHTS 

 
 

C309.1 
Able to understand Role and importance Technology developments, 

Innovation in Current Environment 

C309.2 Able to understand Entrepreneurship and Its Evolution 

C309.3 Able to understand Intellectual Property Law 

C309.4 Able to understand Patent Law – Rights and Limitations 

 
 

Semester IV : 
 
 

20MCAP401 Project 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



S. V. K. P. & Dr. K. S. RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE (A) 

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES  

MBA COURSE OUTCOMES 

 

I SEMESTER 

 

PERSPECTIVES OF MANAGEMENT: 

1. To familiarize the students with the theory and practice of management. 

2. Encourage to develop and understanding of the students towards basic management 

concepts. 

3. Exposed to the use of contemporary management practices. 

 

ACCOUNTING FOR MANAGEMENT: 

1. To develop an insight of postulates, principles and techniques of accounting and 

utilisation of financial and accounting information for planning and decision making. 

2. To provide in skills on contemporary accounting management mythology and issues. 

3. To help control emerging modern concepts of cost and management accounting. 

 

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT: 

1.  To familiarize the students with the business environment conditions prevailing in 

India and understand its implications to business.  

2. To acquaint the students with concepts of macroeconomic frame works. 

3. Helps in understanding the economic environment of various economic philosophies. 

 

MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS: 

1. To enable the students to understand economic concepts and theories and their 

applications in management decision making. 

2. Familiarize the students with concepts and techniques used in micro economic theory. 

3. To develop and apply concepts and techniques of managerial economics in making 

decisions to different business situations. 

 



MANAGERIAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS: 

 

1. To equip the students with the necessary techniques and skills of communication to 

inform others, inspire them analyst their activity and willing cooperation in the 

performance of their jobs. 

2. To develop skills and competencies in participants to be able to communicate 

effectively through written and oral communication. 

3. Focus on practice and skills development. 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR:  

 

1. To teach and for understanding of the student about the organizational theories, 

dynamics, conflict, change culture etc. 

2. Help students develop and understanding of the concepts of behavioural processes 

in organization. 

3. To understand the concepts of organization structure and cultures. 

 

QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To make the students familiar with the statistical and mathematical techniques 

and their applications in business decision making. 

2. To familiarize with basic linear programming techniques. 

3. Helps students to apply quantitative tools in business decision makings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S. V. K. P. & Dr. K. S. RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE (A) 

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES  

MBA COURSE OUT COMES 

 

II SEMESTER 

 

MARKETING MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To develop an understanding of the concepts, issues and strategies in marketing 

management. 

2. To know the concepts, strategies and contemporary marketing issues of products 

and services. 

3. To understand the impact of macro and micro environment of marketing with 

global concerned. 

 

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To equip the students with basic principles of financial management and 

techniques . 

2. Develops concepts and techniques of financial management for business 

forecasting. 

3. To know the challenges and decision makings under risk, uncertainty in financial 

management. 

 

    HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To equip the students with basic concepts of human resource management and 

the various functions of HRM including industrial relations and liberalised 

environment. 

2.   Exposes students to the conceptual and practical accepts of human resource 

management. 

3. To describe HRM plays an important role in the modern organizations. 

 



 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To acquaint the students with decision making process and various aspects of 

production management. 

2. To expose students to the need for formulating appropriate operations 

strategy. 

3.  To understand the need for alignment of the operations with other functions 

of the organisation. 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH: 

 

1. To make the students familiar with operations research tools and business 

decision making. 

2. To acquaint the students with the principles and techniques of operations 

research. 

3. To apply the OR decision models in different functional areas of management. 

 

 COMPUTER APPLICTIONS IN MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. The objective of the course is to provide an insight into basic features of 

computer systems and their applications in managerial decision making. 

2. To providing the participants an opportunity to study and implementation of 

the data base in corporate environment. 

3. To know the concepts of computer networks. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To equip the students with basic understanding of research methodology and 

to provide insight into the application of the modern analytical tools and 

techniques for the purpose of management decision making. 

2. To understand advanced concepts of research methodology in the field of 

management. 

3. To introduce multidisciplinary analytical research tools to the abetter decision 

making in an organisation. 



S. V. K. P. & Dr. K. S. RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE (A) 

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES  

MBA COURSE OUT COMES 

 

III SEMESTER 

 

COMMON PAPERS 

 

              ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 

1. The course is to expose the students to the subject of entrepreneurship and 

small business management, so as to prepare them to establish and a new 

enterprise and effectively manage the same. 

2. To develop an entrepreneurial mind set and gain insights about the critical role 

of creativity and innovation. 

3. To provide an overview of the major strategic and operations issues that 

typically confronts young growing businesses. 

 

VUCA MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. Students to evaluate the importance of the VUCA management in the modern 

organisations. 

2. To know the importance of the VUCA concepts in the present business 

scenario. 

3. To know the implementation of the VUCA concepts in the functional areas of 

the business. 

 

CORPORATE LEGAL FRAME WORK: 

 

1. To assist the students in understanding corporate laws effecting the operations 

of a business enterprise. 

2. Helps to acquaint the students with the basic laws which govern and regulate 

business entities and transactions. 

3. Provides basic provisions and contemporary issues. 



FINANCE (SPECIALIZATION) 

 

FINANCIAL MARKETS AND SERVICES: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and practical dynamics of 

financial markets and financial services. 

2. To understand the role of financial services in business organisation and to 

give an insight into the strategic, regulatory and operating and managerial 

issues. 

3. Examines the present status and developments that are taking place in the 

financial sector. 

 

SECURITY ANALYSIS AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and practical applications of 

security analysis and portfolio management. 

2. To develop strategic and policy perspectives with respect to the principles of 

portfolio management. 

3. To evaluate various securities in the investment decisions. 

 

MARKETING (SPECIALIZATION) 

 

CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR AND CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 

MANAGEMENT: 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and practical applications of 

consumer behaviour and CRM. 

2. Provides insight into consumer psychology with special focus on marketing 

stimuli and its effect on consumer behaviour. 

3. To evaluate and importance of the CRM concepts. 

 

SERVICES MARKETING: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and practical applications of 

services marketing. 



2. To acquaint the students with the unique challenges faced by service 

marketers. 

3. Focusing on the emerging trends of service marketing applications. 

 

 

HUMAN RESOURCE (SPECIALIZATION) 

 

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and practical applications of 

industrial relations. 

2. To understand the industrial relations perspectives, conflict models vs. 

collaborative models. 

3. To evaluate industrial relations in domestic, global and socio economic 

perspectives. 

 

COMPENSATION AND WELFARE MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and strategies of compensation 

and welfare management. 

2. To understanding on various issues, approaches and practices of compensation 

management. 

3. To design, analyse and restructure of reward management policies, systems 

and practices. 
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DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES  

MBA COURSE OUT COMES 

 

IV SEMESTER 

 

COMMON PAPER 

 

                        STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and practical applications of 

business policy and the process of the strategic management. 

2. To understand the implementation process aspects of strategy. 

3. To emphasize on strategic analysis, inter dependent of strategic management. 

 

FINANCE (SPECIALIZATION) 

 

                        FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and practical applications of 

derivatives in the security markets. 

2. Aims to sets up study in the field of investments related to options, features 

and other derivative securities. 

3. To acquaint students with derivative securities, markets, pricing, hedging and 

trading, strategies of derivative. 

                        BEHAVIORAL FINANCE: 

  

1. To develop the principles of behavioural finance in the organizations. 

2. Emphasis is on core ideas and techniques with reinforced understanding and 

using practical examples of behavioural finance. 

3. To understand and apply concepts of behavioural finance. 



      INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and practical applications of 

international financial management. 

2. To acquaint the students with the conceptual frame work of the key decisions 

area in international finance. 

3. To provide an overview of the international financial environment in which 

multinational forms operations. 

   

MARKETING (SPECIALIZATION) 

 

                         SALES AND DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and practical applications of sales 

and distribution management. 

2. To develop an understanding of methods and strategies of sales promotion. 

3. To know the various types of distribution channels of marketing. 

 

                         ADVERTISING AND BRAND MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and practical applications of 

advertising and brand management. 

2. To acquaint the students with concepts, techniques and role of advertising in 

promoting products and services. 

3. To give experience in the applications of concepts for developing an effective 

advertising programme. 

 

RETAIL MARKETING MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and strategies of retailing. 

2. To introduce the students to the field of retailing management. 

3. To understand the problems and issues placed by retailers 



HUMAN RESOURCE (SPECIALIZATION) 

 

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND COUNSELLING: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and strategies of performance 

management and counselling. 

2. Helps to provide a comprehensive conceptual and practical insight into the 

entire cycle of performance management. 

3. Identifying KPAs and KRAs, designing performance management system. 

 

STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and systems of strategic 

human resource management. 

2. To understand the importance of strategic HRM 

 

INTERNTIONAL HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: 

 

1. To enlighten the students with the concepts and strategies of international 

human resource management. 

2. To know the different cultures in International Human Resource 

Management. 

3. Differentiate domestic and International Human Resource Management. 
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M.Sc. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY - COURSE OUTCOMES 

For the Academic Year 2021-22 

 

S. 

No. 

Course 

Code 
Course Name 

CO 

Number 
Course Outcome 

1 19OCHT11 
General 

Chemistry-I 
CO1 

To enable the students to learn   the 

science of quantum mechanics to find 

the qualitative and quantitative 

interpretation of various scientific 

chemical outcomes.  

    
 

CO2 

After learning this course on basic 

theoretical principles about the 

importance of molecular spectroscopy. 

Besides knowing molecular parameters 

of any matter by using various 

spectrophotometers such as IR, UV- 

Visible and their applications. 

2 19OCHT12 
Inorganic 

Chemistry-I 
CO1 

Students will be able to know 

fundamentals and applications of 

various theories in chemical bonding 

structures, metal clusters, bonding in 

Inorganic Chemistry. Apply the 

knowledge to construct MOT diagrams 

for coordination compounds, 

 
  

 
CO2 

Students can able skilled in problem 

solving, analytical reasoning in both 

chemistry and allied fields of science 

and technology. To give bonding 

structures of Cage and Cyclic 

Compounds. 

 

 



    
 

CO3 

After learning this course, the students 

to know the distortion in Coordination 

Complexes. Analyse colour spectra of 

Transition Compounds. 

    
 

CO4 

After learning this course the student 

can able to predict Spectral Studies of 

Ligands and the Metal Complexes to 

elucidate the manners in which the 

ligands and Metal ions are bonded. For 

more complex compounds and colour 

spectra of some transition metal 

complexes are studied. 

3 19OCHP15 
Inorganic 

Chemistry-I Lab 
CO1 

The student can able to understand the 

determination of procedure for semi 

micro analysis of inorganic salt 

mixture.  

 

    
 

CO2 

And learns steps involved in the 

complex formation process.  

What precautions are to be taken at the 

time of lab experiment and with 

chemicals. 

4 19OCHT13 
Organic 

Chemistry-I 
CO1 

By studying nature of bonding in 

Organic molecules and Aromaticity to 

gain knowledge about inductive effect, 

mesomeric effect and hyper 

conjugation.Understand the differences 

between reaction intermediates and 

also stereo chemistry of Benzenoid and 

Nonbenzenoid compounds. 

    
 

CO2 

Apply the stereo chemical principal to 

asymmetric synthesis and 

Nomenclatures of different stereo 

Isomers. Stereo Isomerism in 

molecules without chiral centres. 

    
 

CO3 

Student get the knowledge about  the 

preparations and properties of 

heterocyclic compounds 

    
 

 CO4 

The student acquire the knowledge of 

Isolation, structural illucidation, 

synthesis and bio genesis of Alkoloids 

and Terpenoids. 

5 19OCHP16 
Organic 

Chemistry-I Lab 
CO1 

Students get knowledge on Synthesis 

of Asprin, meta-dinitro benzene, 

neroline, para bromo aniline and Diels 

Alder Reaction. 



    
 

CO2 

Analyze the report and get ideas to 

Improve yield and obtaining pure 

compound 

6 19OCHT14 
Physical 

Chemistry-I 
CO1 

Students get knowledge of theoretical 

and experimental principles required to 

explain synthesis, mechanism and yield 

of chemical transformations in various 

physical states such as gases, solutions 

etc. which help the students in planning 

research after post graduation.  

    
 

CO2 

Able to know the basic knowledge on 

Micelles, formation, solubilisation, 

thermodynamics of micellization, types 

of polymers, applications, kinetics of 

polymerization, End group analysis, 

Molecular weight determination 

methods. 

 

   
CO3 

Chemical Kinetics topic provides 

sound knowledge about the rate of 

reaction, transition state theory, effect 

of ionic strength-Debye Huckel theory- 

primary and secondary salt effects, 

general acid-base catalysis, different 

methods of studying fast reactions- 

flow methods, relaxation methods- 

temperature jump and pressure jump 

methods. 

   
CO4 

Students are acquiring the good 

knowledge of Photo chemistry that 

covers electronic transitions in 

molecules, Quantum yield and its 

determination. Deviation of 

Fluorescence and Phosphorescence, 

Quenching effect- Stern volmer 

equation, Types of Photo Chemical 

reactions. 



7 19OCHP17 
Physical 

Chemistry-I Lab 
CO1 

Students gain knowledge on 

determining the procedure for electo- 

analytical techniques and thermo- 

analytical techniques. 

    
 

CO2 
Analysis of the variations of practical 

errors. 

 8 19OCHT21 
General 

Chemistry-II 
CO1 

By studying Quantum mechanics  topic 

the student get knowledge of 

Probability density of orbitals, 

Perturbation Theory, Variation 

Principle-applications, calculation of 

zero-point energy of harmonic 

oscillator- many electron atom- Hartee-

Fock self-consistent field method  

   
CO2 

After learning this course, familiarity in 

symmetry ideas of molecules and 

various mathematical techniques such 

as matrix models by character tables 

their spectral properties can be 

predicted. 

    
 

CO3 

Students aware on how to process 

experimental data before it can be 

finalised to find the error of analysis by 

applying concepts of statistical 

mathematics.  

   
CO4 

Students acquire a sound knowledge on 

Basics of Computer and know about 

languages of computer. Draw flow 

charts for a particular program and the 

computer FORTRAN programming for 

simple formulae in Chemistry. 

9 19OCHT22 
Inorganic 

Chemistry-II 
CO1 

Students can able to Explain metal-

metal bonding, classification of metal 

clusters, structure and bonding of Bi, 

Tri and Hexa nuclear metal 

clusters,Zintle ions and Chevrel phases. 

    
 

CO2 

After learning this course the student 

can able to understand Effective atomic 

number, Iso electronic and Isolobal 

concepts, metallic carbonyls, nitrosyls, 

dinitrozen complexes of metals and 

structure, reactions and bonding with 

respect to metallocenes with special 

reference to ferrocene 



    
 

CO3 

After learning this course the student 

can able to predict stability of 

coordination compounds, mechanism 

involved in redox system of 

coordination compounds. Hard and 

Soft Acids and Bases. 

    
 

CO4 

Students can able to develop a new 

idea on stability of complexes, 

Substitution reactions, Electron transfer 

reactions and they go insight into the 

inner and outer sphere mechanism of 

coordination compounds. 

10 19OCHP25 
Inorganic 

Chemistry-II Lab 
CO1 

The student can get knowledge  to 

understand the difference between 

qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

 

    
 

CO2 

Students can understand to apply the 

volumetric methods to estimate the 

amount of ions present in the sample 

by using different techniques. 

 

11 19OCHT23 
Organic 

Chemistry-II 
CO1 

After learning this course  the Reaction 

Mechanism of Aliphatic , nucleophilic 

substitution, Aromatic nucleophilic 

substitution in that SN1 & SN2 

reactions, neighbouring group 

participation. Elimination reactions-

orientation  and their Stereochemistry. 

    
 

CO2 

Students gain knowledge on 

Mechanistic and stereo chemical 

aspects of addition reactions involving 

electrophiles, nucleophiles and free 

radicals. Some C-C formation reactions 

like Aldol, Cannizzaro, Perkin,etc.  

    
 

CO3 

Student get a knowledge about 

molecular rearrangements and named 

reactions involved in organic 

Chemistry. 

    
 

CO4 

Spectroscopic techniques- how to 

determine the structure of the molecule 

by using UV,NMR,IR,MASS 

Spectroscopy. The protection of 

carbonyl, hydroxyl, carboxylic,amino 

groups. 



12 19OCHP26 
Organic 

Chemistry-II Lab 
CO1 

Identify the method to separate an 

organic mixture. Analyses the 

functional group of the sample 

    
 

CO2 
Use this knowledge to testing the 

samples with derivatives. 

13 19OCHT24 
Physical 

Chemistry-II 
CO1 

Acquire knowledge on the principles 

and techniques of NMR & ESR which 

play an important role in the 

identification of chemical products and 

molecular parameters which helps them 

in research as well as in getting 

employment. 

    
 

CO2 

Able to know the properties of bulk 

matter such as entropy, free energy 

etc., which predict the direction of 

spontaneous chemical transformations, 

yield etc., through the science of 

statistical thermodynamics based on 

probability approach i.e. by using ideas 

of partition functions. 

    
 

CO3 

Acquire knowledge on electrochemical 

aspects on various chemical substances 

(electrolytes, electrodes) and their 

applications which plays important role 

in the synthesis of organic products and 

analysis of samples by various 

electrochemical techniques such as 

potentiometry, voltametry, etc., which 

have their importance in chemical 

analysis as well as an advancement in 

chemistry through research after the 

completion of their post graduation. 

14 19OCHP27 
Physical 

Chemistry-II Lab 
CO1 

Get hands-on experience with various 

instruments like potentiometer, pH 

meter, conductivity meter, colorimeter 

for the estimation of samples. 

    
 

CO2 
Helps this quantitative analysis to meet 

some of the industrial applications 

    
 

CO3 
This knowledge helps to create new 

methods of analysis. 



15 19OCHT31  

Organic Reaction 

Mechanisms-I 

and Pericyclic 

Reactions 

CO1 

Getting information about how some 

reactions are faster with retention of 

configuration at the reaction site in the 

formed product. 

    
 

CO2 

Importance of asymmetric synthesis in 

stereochemistry, particularly Topocity 

in chiral molecules 

    
 

CO3 
Synthetic designing of pharmaceutical 

molecule. 

    
 

CO4 

Know about the product formed 

reversible and single step reactions 

called Pericyclic reactions. 

16 19OCHT32  
Organic 

Spectroscopy-I 
CO1 

Student gets a sound knowledge on 

basic concepts of UV-Visible 

spectrophotometry and structural 

aspects of chromophore and 

auxochrome and its limited scope in 

structure elucidation. 

    
 

CO2 

Infrared spectroscopy provides very 

useful information by which functional 

groups present in molecule can be 

known. 

    
 

CO3 

Student gets knowledge on H1NMR 

and C13NMR which provides a 

qualitative and quantitative structure 

determination of organic molecules. 

H1NMR gives types of protons and its 

number and information of 

neighbourhood C13NMR provides the 

carbon skeleton of the sample.  

    
 

CO4 

Student gets skill on determination of 

molecular weight and formulae of 

various organic molecules. 

17  19OCHT33 
Organic 

Synthesis-I 
CO1 

C-C single bond forming routes are 

known via enolates, carbenes organo 

sulphur chemistry, organopalladium 

chemistry, organocopper chemistry and 

Balis-Hilmann reaction.  

    
 

CO2 

The formation of C=C bond using 

important methods like elimination 

reactions, Shapiro reactions, Wittig 

reactions, Peterson Olefination, Julia 

Olefination and Metathesis reactions.  



    
 

CO3 

Student get the knowledge on reactions 

of unactivated C-H bonds like Barton 

reaction and Hoffman-Loffler –Freytag 

reaction. 

The Organo Boranes preparation and 

their synthetic applications. 

    
 

CO4 

The applications of PTCs, crown 

ethers, microwave technology and sono 

chemistry in synthetic organic 

chemistry. 

18 19OCHT34 
Chemistry of 

Natural Products 
CO1 

Understand the biological importance 

of natural products by using human 

body. 

    
 

CO2 
Apply this knowledge to daily life for 

for medicinal use 

    
 

CO3 
Analyse the synthesis and biosynthesis  

of natural products 

    
 

CO4 
Synthesis of new drugs prepared 

human disease. 

19 19OCHP35 

Multistep 

Synthesis of 

Organic 

Compounds - 

Lab 

CO1 

Student acquires knowledge about how 

starting molecules are converting into 

desired products. 

   
CO2 

The product purity can be identified by 

TLC applications. 

20 19OCHP36 

Estimations and 

Chromatography 

- Lab 

CO1 

The student gets sound knoledge about 

how functional groups are helped in 

determinations. 

    
 

 CO2 
Knowledge about separation and 

purification of organic compounds. 

21  19OCHT41 

Organic Reaction 

Mechanisms-II 

and Organic 

Photochemistry 

CO1 

Can understand the radical reactions 

and molecular rearrangements which 

are important to predict mechanism 

path and products. 

    
 

CO2 

Can acquire knowledge about the 

methodologies in asymmetric synthesis 

for designing pharmaceutical active 

molecules. 



    
 

CO3 
Can apply this knowledge in pharma 

industry. 

    
 

CO4 

How the compound absorb light energy 

to improve new method of preparation 

of organic compounds.  

22 19OCHT42  
Organic 

Spectroscopy-II 
CO1 

Student gets the  knowledge on CD and 

ORD, CE curves,  conformation and 

configuration of chiral cyclohexanone 

derivatives in accordance with Octant 

rule and Axial Halo Ketone rule. 

    
 

CO2 

Student gets a sound knowledge on 2D 

NMR Spectroscopy and can analyse 

the NMR spectra. 

    
 

CO3 

Can apply in structural elucidation of 

organic molecules by using UV, IR, 

NMR and Mass  Spectroscopy. 

    
 

CO4 

Student can able to separate and purify 

the compounds by using various 

Chromatographic techniques. 

23 19OCHT43 
Organic 

Synthesis-II 
CO1 

Student gets a very good knowledge 

about the importance of organo silanes 

in synthetic organic chemistry. 

    
 

CO2 

Oxidation methods of Alkenes, 

Alkynes, Alcohols, Aldehydes and 

Ketones using metal reagents , hyper 

valent reagents and other oxidising 

reagents. 

    
 

CO3 

Student understands the reduction 

methods like Catalytic reductions, 

metal hydride reductions, dissolving 

metal reductions and other reduction 

methods. 

    
 

CO4 

Student gets skill on Retro synthetic 

analysis/ disconnection approach for 

various complex molecules. 

24 19OCHT44 
Bio-organic 

Chemistry 
CO1 

Understand the different types of 

polymers present in the body fluids 

    
 

CO2 
Describe the activities of antibiotics 

and antimalarials. 

    
 

CO3 
Analyse the. Structure and activity of 

vitamins. 



    
 

CO4 
Discuss the importance of nucleic acids 

in living organisms 

25 19OCHP45 

Chromatographic 

Separation, 

Isolation and 

Identification of 

Natural Products 

- Lab 

CO 

Student gain knowledge on Isolation of 

Natural products like Caffeine, Casin 

etc., with their separations and 

purification. 

26 19OCHP46 

Spectral 

Identification of 

Organic 

Compounds (UV, 

IR, H1-NMR, 

C13-NMR and 

Mass) - Lab 

CO 

Student can acquire knowledge about 

the Spectral Identification of Organic 

Compounds by using UV, IR, H1-

NMR, C13-NMR and Mass 

Spectroscopic data. 

27   19OCHP47 
Project Work & 

Viva  
CO 

Student can acquire hands on 

experience during Training in Industry/ 

Chemical R&D/ Organization and able 

to improve documentation and 

presentation skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S.V.K.P & Dr. K.S. RAJU ARTS SCIENCE COLLEGE (A), PENUGONDA 

DEPARTMENT OF PG ZOOLOGY 

M.Sc. ZOOLOGY - COURSE OUTCOME  

I SEMESTER 

19ZOOT11: TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES FOR BIOLOGY 

CO1 Assay -Chemical assay, Biological assay, Principles and uses of analytical instruments, 

Microscopy Principles of light, dark field phase contrast, fluorescence transmission 

electron, scanning electron microscope, micro-biological techniques 

 

CO2 Principles and applications of centrifugation and chromatography techniques.  

 

CO3 Properties of electromagnetic radiations, Spectroscopy and Radiolabeling techniquesCell 

culture techniques 

 

CO4 Microbiological techniques : media preparation & sterilization & growth monitoring, 

 Biochemical mutants & their uses, microbial assays. 

 

19ZOOT12: BIOSYSTEMATICS, BIODIVERSITY AND EVOLUTION 

CO1 Definition and basic concepts of biosystematics and taxonomy 

 

CO2 Origin of basic biological molecules, Experiment of Miller. Evolutionary time scale. 

Molecular divergences, molecular clocks and molecular drive. Phylogenetics 

 

CO3 Common ancestor and tree of life, concepts of species, Speciation, Allopatry, Sympatry 

convergent evolution sexual selection co-evolution. 

CO4 Concepts of evolution, Population genetics, Concepts and rate of change in gene 

 frequency, Natural selection, Phylogenetic gradualism. 



 

19ZOOT13: BIOMOLECULES 

CO1 Chemical foundations of biology, Amino acids classification, peptide bond, Proteins 

classification Conformation of proteins. Denaturation & renaturation of proteins. 

 

CO2 Carbohydrates definition classification, Chemical and biological role of homo and 

hetero-polysaccharides. 

 

CO3 Classification of lipids & fatty acids and their physiological properties, characterization of 

fats and oil Structure and properties and biological roles. 

 

CO4 Nucleic acids, properties of nucleic acids and cleavage of nucleic acids, Nucleic acid 

sequencing, chromatin structure, three dimensional structure of DNA. 

 

19ZOOT14: MOLECULAR CELL BIOLOGY 

CO1 Experimental system in Cell Biology and Biomembranes molecular composition and 

 arrangement transport across membrane, membrane potential. 

 

CO2 Cytoskeleton 

 

CO3 Cell-Cell Signaling and Cell-Cell adhesion and communication 

 

CO4 Cell cycle, Genome organization and Intracellular protein traffic,  

 

 

 



II SEMESTER 

19ZOOT21: BIOSTATISTICS & BIOINFORMATICS 

CO1 Scope and application of statistics in Biology, Frequency distribution, diagramatic 
presentation of data. Sampling Measures of central tendency, Measures of dispersion & 
Correlation and regression 

CO2 Laws of Probability, Probability distributions, Tests of significance, Chi-square test, 

t-test and Analysis of variance 

CO3 Basic components of computers Software, Introduction to  Ms Word, Ms-Excel, Power 

point presentation. 

CO4 Bio-informatics- Introduction, history internet knowledge, Biological data bases, PHYLIP 

introduction to computational genomics and proteomics 

 

 

19ZOOT22: ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 

 

CO1 Muscle, Blood and circulation Nerve, Nervous system 

 

CO2 Osmoregulation, thermoregulation and stress physiology 

 

CO3 Digestion, Respiratory system, Excretory system, cardiovascular system 

 

CO4 Sensory physiology, physiological adaptation role of Yoga and meditation on health. 

 

 

 

 



19ZOOT23: IMMUNOLOGY 

 

CO1 Immunity, Immunogens, antigens and Immunoglobulins  

 

CO2 Antigen-antibody interactions, Lymphoid tissue, Cells involved in the immune  

 response and antigen presentation. 

 

CO3 Antibody response, Cell mediated immunity, Antigen receptors 

 

CO4 Development of immune system, Immunological tolerance and immunological tests. 

 

19ZOOT24:  MOLEUCAL BIOLOGY    

 

CO1 History and scope of Molecular Biology, DNA, RNA Structure and Replication 

 

CO2 Transcription, Post-transcriptional modifications in RNA 

 

CO3 Translation, Antisense and Ribozyme technology 

 

CO4 Recombination and Repair, Molecular mapping of genome 

 

 

 

 

 



III SEMESTER 

 

19ZOOT31:  APPLIED ZOOLOGY 

 

CO1 Microbial fermentations, Industrial production of chemicals 

 

CO2 Animal breeding, Artificial insemination techniques, Germplasm bank 

 

CO3 Production of transgenic animals and their applications, Potential applications of 
transgenic animals 

 

CO4 Bioremediation, Bioleaching, Biofertilizers and Biopesticides and agricultural production 

 

 

19ZOOT32:  DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY 

 

CO1 Gametogenesis, Fertilization and Cleavage 

 

CO2 Early embryonic Development 

 

CO3 Organogenesis 

 

CO4 Gene expression during development 

 

 

 

 



19ZOOT33: PRINCIPLES OF ECOLOGY 

CO1 Ecology: Nature and scope of ecology; Tropic dynamics of ecosystem: Energy flow; 

 

CO2 Population ecology, Environmental concepts, Ecosystem structure and function, 

population growth, Growth models Population demography and lifetable. 

 

CO3 Evolutionary ecology, community ecology, Concept of ecological succession. 
Biogeographic realms of the world and zones of India Hotspots of the world and India. 

 

CO4 Environmental stress, Biodiversity conservation-treats and management. IUCN 
classification of wild life. Concepts of sustainable development. 

 

 

19ZOOT34: METABOLIC CELL FUNCTION AND REGULATION 

CO1 Thermodynamic principles and steady-state conditions of living organisms 

 

CO2 Energy metabolism and high energy compounds, Storage and utilization of 

 biological energy 

 

CO3 Nature of Enzymes 

 

CO4 Metabolic Engineering, Immobilized enzymes and their applications 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV SEMESTER 

19ZOOT41: NEUROBIOLOGY AND ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR 

 

CO1 Introduction to Neurobiology: Organization of the Brain, Systems neurobiology: 

Visual systems, Hearing systems 

CO2 Neuron: Passive and membrane properties. 

 

CO3 Signaling and Channels, Neural Communication. 

 

CO4 Cognitive Neuroscience: Nerve cells and their network, Role of limbic system in 

cognition, Imprinting. 

 

19ZOOT42  ANIMAL CELL CULTURE & STEM CELL TECHNOLOGY 

 

CO1 Introduction to cell and tissue culture, Cancer Biology 

 

CO2 Hybridoma technology, Vaccines, Principle of diagnostic kit development. 

 

CO3 The biology of stem cells, Differentiation of adult stem cells, stem cell plasticity. 

 

CO4 Stem cell assays and protocols, Clinical applications of stem cell therapy 

 

19ZOOT43: AQUACULTURE 

CO1 Aquaculture History, General principles and economics of different kinds of aquaculture 
and  productivity of culture ponds, Fish seed resources transportation fish seed 
technology Fish hatchery. 

 



CO2 Construction of fish fresh water & brackish water farms, pond management, 
Ornamental fish culture. 

 

CO3 Fish nutrition, Role of genetics in aquaculture, Impact of GMOs on aquatic biodiversity. 

 

CO4 Water quality management in aquaculture, General principles of molluscan culture, 
environmental impact of aquaculture. 

 

 

19ZOOT44:   ANIMAL BIOTECHNOLOGY & BIO-ETHICS 

CO1 Introduction to Animal Biotechnology, Recombinant DNA technology, Cloning vectors – 
isolation and properties of plasmids bacteriophage cosmids. 

 

CO2 Gene transfer techniques, design and preparationof DNA and RNA probes for 
hybridization, Southern and Northern blotting. 

 

CO3 DNA sequencing methods, PCR amplification and diagnosis. 

 

CO4 Bioethics, Socio-economic and legal impacts of biotechnology, national and 
international guidelines.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

S.V.K.P & Dr K.S RAJU ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE (A) 

PENUGONDA 

DEPARTMENT OF P.G BOTANY 

COURSE OUT COMES  2021-22  

 

I M.Sc BOTANY I SEMESTER THEORY AND PRACTICAL 

 

PAPER CODE; 19BOTT11;CRYPTOGAMS AND GYMNOSPERMS 

 
C.O 1: To understand  phycology  with special refrence to 

C.O 2: Describe the life cycle, structure and functions of algae. 

C.O 3 Algae  in diversified  habitats (Terrestrial ,freshwater,marine )Criteria use in classification of 

algae,  Role of algae in human welfare 

C.O 4: General account of thallus organization, reproduction and lifehistory of algae. 

C.O 5: Chlophyta,Charophyta,Xanthophyta,Bacillariophyta,Phaeophyta,Rhodophyta 

Cyanophyta 

C.O 6::Describe  the  Economic  importence of algae. 

C.O 7:Highlights  advances made in diversity analysis, developmental biology, reproductive biology   and 

phylogenetics  of the lower plants with female organ being archegoniuous present in bryophytes. 

C.O 8: Understand the structure and life cycle of different bryophytes  

C.O 9: Identify the members of Hepatocopsida and Bryopsida . 

 Disscuss Economic Importence of  Bryophyta . 

C.O10: Study of distribution and classification of Psilophytopsidasida, psilopsida and lycopsida 

,Sphenopsida, Pteropsida 

C.O 11: Understand geological time scale and type of fossil preservation its age determination and 

technique to study them.  

C.O 12: Study the different types of fossils of extinct plants/ flora . 

C.O 13: Study the origin of gymnosperm by living fossil genera.  

C.O 14:Study  the General account of Pteredospermales ,Bennittitales, Pentoxylales, Cordaiteles 

C.O 15:Structure and Reproduction of Cycadales, Coniferales, Gnetales and their Economic Importance 



 

PAPER CODE:19BOTT12; MICROBIOLOGY 

C.O 1:Understand  the Discovery and Evolution ofmicrobiology as a discpline. 

C.O 2: Get  knowledge on Microbial diversity. 

C.O 3: Understand the General account on Archebacteria, Eubacteria, Cyanobacteria. 

C.O 4: Understand the Fungal classification and phylogeny. 

C.O 4: Comparative study of Gram+ve and Gram-ve bacterial cell walls and cell wall of Fungi. 

C.O 5:Get a knowledge on Structure, Isolation and purification of viruses, Replication and 

transmission of viruses. 

C.O 6:Understand the Nutritional requirments  of microorganisms and Nutrition of fungi. 

C.O 7:Get a knowledge on Kinetics of growth. 

C.O 8:Comparative study of  transformation, conjugationand  transduction and  lytic  and lysogenic  cycle 

C.O 9:Understand the  Reproduction in fungi and Heterothallism ,Heterokaryosis and parasexuality.  

C.O 10:Get a knowledge on Denitrification, Free living nitrogen fixation, symbiotic nitrogen fixation. 

C.O 11:know about design of Fermentor ,Biosensor, Bioremidiation, Mushroom cultivation and  

Economic importence of Microbes. 

PAPER CODE: 19BOTT13;CELL BIOLOGY OF PLANTS 

C.O 1:Describe Origin and develovepment of cell biology as a separate branch. 

C.O 2:Explain organization of Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic cell. 

C.O 3:Get a knowledge on Chemical foudation of Macromolecules. Laws of Thermodynamics. 

C.O 4:Function of cell wall, plasma membrane and plasmodesmata . 

C.O 5: Understand cell organelles Golgi complex, lysosomes,  peroxysomes etc molecular present in cells 

and the flow they make the basic framework of cells and their continuity. 

C .O 6:Genome organisation of Chloroplast and Mitochondria. 

C.O 7:Get a knowledge on Tools in Cellbiology. 

PAPER CODE :19BOTT14;CYTOLOGY AND CYTOGENETICS 

C.O 1: Explain the Structure of Nucleus and chromatin organization, karyotype  analysis . 



C.O 2: Study the salivary gland chromosomes ,Polytene  Chromosomes 
C.O 3:Karyotype analysis,Meiosis of complex translocation heterozygotes. 

C.O 4:Meiotic behaviour of monosomy,  trisomyin plants and its effect. 

C.O 5: Discuss the breeding  behavior of duplicator, deficiency, inversion and  translocator 

C.O 6:Understands  Euploidy And Aneuploidy 

C.O 7:Discuss cell cycle and its regulation and Apoptosis. 

PAPER CODE:19BOTP15 CRYPTOGAMS AND GYMNOSPERMS 

C.O 1:Study  of vegetative  and  reproductive  structures of Nostoc ,spirogyra  sargassum ,polysiphonia 

through  temporery  and preparations  and  perminent  slides. 

C.O 2:Morphology  and T.S OF thallus ,gemma  cup,antheriophore  and  archegoniophore, L.S of 

sporophyte by slides or by preparations. 

C.O 3:Observe different types of steles in Pteredophytes T.S ,T.L.S, R.L.S OF Gymnosperms by 

preparations. 

PAPER CODE:19BOTP16;MICROBIOLOGY. 

C.O 1;Understand Microbiological culture techniques 
C.O 2:Prepare different Types of media,   
C.O 3:Gram staining ofbacteria 
C.O 4:Morphological study of Stemonitis, Saprolegnia, Mucor, Morchella, Aspergillus, Agaricus, 
Cyathus, Synchitrium, Helminthosporium From perminent slides. 
 

PAPER CODE:19BOTP17;CELLBIOLOGY OF PLANTS. 

C.O 1: Study of mitosis using acetocarmine. 

C.O 2: Isolation of mitochondria and the activity of its marker enzyme, Succinate  
dehydrogenage 

C.O 3: Isolation of chloroplasts and photographs SDS – PAGE technique and photographs - 
profile of proteins to demonstrate (2) the two subunits of Rubisco. 

C.O 4:.Isolation of nuclei and identification of histones by SDS-PAGE technique. 
C.O 5:Fluorescence staining with FDA for cell viability and wall staining with calcofluor. 
C.O 6:Immunofluorescence technique –observation of cytoskeleton. 

C.O 7:Demonstration Photographs of SEM andTEM. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



PAPER CODE:19BOTP18;CYTOLOGY AND CYTOGENETICS. 

C.O 1:Observe and identification of meiotic stages 
 
C.O 2:Prepare karyotypes and construction of idiograms 

C.O 3:Observe of slides/photographs showing structural and numerical aberrations and chromosome 
banding. 
 

I  M.Sc BOTANY II SEMESTER THEORY AND PRACTICAL 

PAPER CODE:19BOTT21;GENETICS 

C.O 1:Deals Genetic  Markers, Gene Mapping  Methods, DNA Damage and Repair  Give basic 

information and  impotence of genetics in life of plant. 

C.O 2: Pertains to heredity and variation at molecular and cellular levels. 

C.O 3: Study  Mendelian law including incomplete dominance, penetrance , expressivity in Drosophila. 

C.O 4: Detail study of spontaneous and induced mutation of chromosomes . 

C.O 5: Gain knowledge about actual  mutations happens in plants. 

PAPER CODE :19BOTT22; MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF PLANTS 
C.O 1: Compare  the  structure  and function of carbohydrate  lipid and protein  metabolism . 

C.O 2: Identify  amount  of metabolic-protein, amino acids, fat, carbohydrate, present in plants. 

C.O 3:Highlights  the Fundamental processes .D.N.A replication, Transcription, Translation and  

Regulation of  Gene Expression in Both Prokaryotes and Eukaryotes. 

C.O 4:Understand  the Mechanisms Students will  understand and compare the process of protein  

synthesis in  prokaryotes  and eukaryotes. 

PAPER CODE :19BOTT23 PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY. 

C.O 1:Understand  the scope and  importence of  Anatomy and Embryology. 

C.O 2:Know  about different  tissue systems. 

C.O 3:Understand  normol and  anamouls  secondary  growth  in plants. 

C.o 4: Understand  the structure and development of microspore and megaspore 

C.O 5:Understand  the mocrospogenesis  and megasporogenesis. 

C.O 6: Understand male and female gametophytes. 

C.O 7:Know about endosperm and polyembryony. 

PAPER CODE :19BOTT24;MOLECULAR PLANT PATHOLOGY. 



C. O 1;Understand  the history of plant pathology. 

C .O 2: ;Understand  the colonization of pathogen in host. 

C.O 3:Know about plant  defence  mechanisms. 

C.O 4:Understand  molecular determinants of  pathogenecity. 

C.O 5:Know  about symptoms  etiology, epidomology and control measures of plant diseases. 

C.O 5: Understand plant diseases management. 

PAPER CODE :19BOTP25;GENETICS 

C.O 1:.Observe the  types of chlorophyll mutants 
C.O 2:Solve  Problems in Mendelian Genetics, Gene interactions and Epistasis 
Probability Laws and Chi-Squaretest 
C.O 3: Solve problems in chromosome mapping and Tetrad analysis. 
 

PAPER CODE :19BOTP26;MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF PLANTS. 

C.O 1:Isolate the DNA from Onion bulbs/Banana 
C.O 2:Conduct Isolation of DNA using CTAB method 

C.O 3: Perform Biochemical Tests of Carbohydrates, Proteins and Fats in the plant cells 
C.O 4:Solve .Assignments on problems related to DNA replication, Transcription, Translation and 
Gene regulation 
 
PAPER CODE :19BOTP27;PLANT  DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY. 
C.O 1:Observe Diarch, Triarch, and Polyarch types — transverse sections with double staining,  
C.O 2;Observe Types of Stems: For transverse sections with double staining methods showing 

Primary and Abnormal Secondary Growth.  

C.O 3:Maceration of wood: For observation of Individual Xylem elements with single staining. 

C.O 4: Observe Leaf types: Dorsiventral leaf, lsobilateral leaf, Xeromorphic leaves. 

C.O 5:Examin the Modes of Anther Dehiscence and collection of Pollen grains for microscopic 

examination  

C.O 6:Conduct Tests for Pollen Viability using stains and in vitro Germination. Pollen Germination 
using Hanging drop and Sitting drop cultures, Suspension culture and Surfaceculture. 

C.O 7:Estimate the Percentage and Average Pollen tube Growth invitro. 

C.O 8: study theseveral types of flowers with different pollination mechanisms  

C.O 9:Study theNuclear and Cellular endosperm through dissections andstaining. 

C.O 10:Isolate othe Zygotic Globular, Heart-shaped, Torpedo stage and mature embryos from 
suitable seeds. 

C.O 11:Polyembryony in Citrus, Jamun  



PAPER CODE :19BOTP28;MOLECULAR PLANT PATHOLOGY. 

C.O 1: Acquaintance  with general techniques used in phytopathologicalwork. 
C.O 2: Study  the symptoms, microscopic examination of diseased parts and  identification of the 
pathogens involved in different plant diseases included in the theory part of syllabus. 

        C.O 3:   Isolation and Identification ofpathogens 

II M.Sc BOTANY III SEMESTER THEORY AND PRACTICAL 

PAPER CODE :19BOTT31:TAXONOMY OF ANGIOSPERMS AND PLANT RESOURCE 

UTILIZATION 
C.O 1: Study of floral symmetry of dicot and monocot flowers.  

C.O 2: Discuss about the principles of taxonomy and major system of plant classification.  

C.O 3:Understand  anatomy, embryology,  palynology  and photochemistry. 

C.O 4: Discuss the principles of biosystematics numerical taxonomy. 

C.O 5:Understand  Evolutanary  tendencies in different orders . 

C.O 6:Understand  the Origin Devolopment, Cultivation of different Food ,Oil, Medicinal plants. 

PAPER CODE: 19BOTT32;INVITRO PLANT BIOLOGY. 
C.O 1: Understand  the concepts of scope of Tissue culture. 

C.O 2: Get knowledge on Embryo culture, Haploid culture, Protoplast culture. 

C.O 3: Describe detail of tissue culture technique and its application. 

C.O 4:Getting  skills on different types of cryopreservation, Germplasm  Storage. 

PAPER CODE: 19BOTT33;ECOLOGY AND PHYTOGEOGRAPHY. 

C.O 1: Study about population Ecology. 
C.O 2: Understand types of species interactions. 
C.O 3:Study about Community Ecology. 
C.O 4:Know about Ecosystem Organization. 
C.O 5:Under stand the basic principles of Phytogeography, Major Biomes of the world, Floristic 
regions of India. 

PAPER CODE ;19BOTT34: PLANT  PHYSIOLOGY 
C.O 1:Study  the Plant water relations. 

C.O 2:Get  knowledge in Plant Nutrition. 

C.O 3: Understand  photo morphogenesis and seedling  development . 

C.O 4: Explain the mechanism of growth hormones, auxin,  gibberellins. 

C.O  5: Study the stress biology, biotic and abiotic stress. 



PAPER CODE:19BOTP35;TAXONOMY OF ANGIOSPERMS AND PLANT RESOURCE 

UTILIZATION 

C.O 1:Study the different families of  dicot . 

C.O 2:Identify morphological and floral characters of different plants . 

C.O 3: Use of generic key and species key for plant . 

C.O 4: Collect the different types of inflorescence and fruits . 

C.O 5:Collect  the museum specimens of morphology of plants . 

C.O 6:Collect  the herbarium specimens. 

PAPER CODE :19BOTP36;INVITRO PLANT BIOLOGY. 

C.O 1:Prepare  Stock solutions and Media. 
C.O 2: Perform Callus induction –Carrot 

Direct organogenesis and somatic embryogenesis from Tobacco explants. 

Androgenesis  and production of haploids from Datura  flowerbuds. 

Embryo culture – Groundnut 

C.O 3:Establish the  Cell cultures and determination of platingefficiency. 

C.O 4:Isolate   and culture ofprotoplasts. 

C.O 5:Fusion of protoplasts using PEG. 

C.O 6:Preparation of synthetic seeds using sodium alginate. 

 

PAPER CODE :19BOTP37;ECOLOGY AND PHYTOGEOGRAPHY. 

C.O 1:Study the vegetation in the local forest 

C.O 2: classify the vegetation into different life forms and prepare 
abiological spectrum 
C.O 3: determine the minimal size and number of quadrates required for 
quantitative study of the plantcommunity 
C.O 4:Quantitative analysis of vegetation: relative frequency, density, 
relativedensity, basal area and IVI 
C.O 5:Ecological adaptations of plants: hydrophytes, xerophytes and succulents 

 

PAPER CODE :19BOTP38;PLANT PHYSIOLOGY. 

C.O 1:Study Effects of high and low temperatures on the permeability of the cytoplasmic membranes 

C.O 2:Determine othe suction force in transpiration 

C.O 3:Stomatal frequency and Stomatal index ofleaves 

C.O 4:Rate of transpiration in leaves by Cobalt chloride paper method 

C.O 5:Mechanism of opening and closing of stomata 

 



II M.Sc BOTANY IV SEMESTER THEORY AND PRACTICAL 

PAPER CODE:19BOTT41:GENETIC ENGINEERING OF PLANTS AND MICROBES 
C.O 1: Understand the application of DNA recombination technology in genetic engineering.  

C.O 2: Discuss about polymerase chain reaction and DNA fingerprinting. 

C.O 3:Understand  different types of vectors . 

C.O 4:Discuss  Gene Tranfer Methods.  

C.O 5:Study bioinformatics, data base sequences DNA. 

PAPER CODE :19BOTT42:EVOLUTION AND PLANT BREEDING 
C.O 1:Underst and the Evolutanary Concepts. 

C.O 2:Discuss origin of Life, Organic Evolution. 

C.O 3: Study methods of plant breeding technique. 

C.O 4:Understand  Mean, Median, Mode, Standered  Deviation. 

PAPER CODE:19BOTT43 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY AND BIODIVERSITY. 
C.O 1:Discuss Ecosystem Management and Stability, Energy Dynamics.  

C.O 2:Explain about composition of soil and different types of pollution. 

C.O 3:Discuss Role of BioDiversity ,IUCN categories,Various Types of Pollutions. 

C.O 4:Understand  the principles of conservation, remote sencing  applications  in conservation and 

sustainable development. 

PAPER CODE:19BOTT44:PLANT METABOLISM 
C.O 1:Understand  Fundamental  Enzymology. 

C.O 2:Discuss  Photochemistry, Photsynthesis. 

C.O 3:Undrerstand  Respiration and Lipid metabolism.  

C.O 4:Discuss  Nitrogen Fixation and Metabolism 

PAPER CODE :19BOTP45: GENETIC ENGINEERING OF PLANTS AND MICROBES 
C.O 1:Isolate  Plasmid D.N.A. 

C.O 2:Perform Gel  Electroporosis. 

C.O 3:Solve  problems on Genetic Engineering. 

PAPER CODE:19BOTP46: EVOLUTION AND PLANT BREEDING 
C.O 1:Solve  problems on Bio-statatics. 

C.O 2:Understand  Floral Biology. 



C.O 3:Explain Pollination Mechanisms. 

C.O 4:Discuss  Breeding Techniques. 

PAPER CODE ;19BOTP47 : ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY AND BIO DIVERSITY. 

C.O 1:Ombrotherms and Climatograms 

C.O 2:Analyse the water and soil physico-chemical characteristics 

C.O 3:Estimatethe Chlorophyll content in control and pollutedsites 

C.O 4:Determine the plant diversity among different forest areas studied 

C.O 5:Assignments  on Biodiversity 

C.O 6:Estimate rate of Carbon dioxide evolution from different soils using soda lime 
or alkali absorption method 
 
PAPER CODE:19BOTP48:PLANT METABOLISM. 
C.O 1:Determine the amylase activity 

Extraction and separation of chloroplast pigments by paper chromatographic method 

C.O 2:Determine chlorophyll a / chlorophyll b contents in C3 and C4 plants by 
spectrophotometric  method 

C.O 3:Determine othe catalaseactivity 
C.O 4:Demonstrate  the Polyphenoloxidase 

C.O 5:Determine the reducing sugars 

C.O 6:Estimate free acids in Bryophyllum in terms of milli equivalents of NaOH 

C.O 7:Extraction and estimation of seed proteins depending upon the solubility 

C.O 8:SDS – PAGE for soluble proteins extracted from the given plantmaterials 

C.O 9:Separation of amino acids and carbohydrates through two dimensional chromatographic method 
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